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Washington, D. C., Feb. 23. The
alarming conditions In China have
Awakened the government officials, lit
tC rather late date, to the totally inadequate preparations for trouble in
the far east.
In case the difficulty la confined to
our dispute with China, the navy and
army will have little difficulty in
dealing with It. But that complications of a more serious character are
threatened is amply proved by the
urgent steps which are being taken
to strengthen the fleet on the Asiatic
station. The Chinese navy Is so
. we.ik and so Ineffectually manned
th.it. it would not take long for the
two battleships, Ohio and Wisconsin,
wi ,:i the aid of the two cruisers, the
Ba'iiniore and Cincinnati, und the
gut: boats,
Concord,
Raleigh and
Rainbow, to quickly dispose of It.
But what If Japan interferes?
It must be admitted frankly, that,
with the small cart of the American
navy now In Chmese waters, a clash
with Japan would not result In anything but overwhelming defeat for
the United States. The Japanese
tiaval forces in the orient outnumber
our eight to one. . Japan has practically all of Its naval strength concentrated In those
waters.
As
against our two first class battleship
Japan has nine first class battleships; as against our two small cruisers, Japan has 22 cruisers, half of
which are more than 3,000 tons displacement. The proportion against
us is even more in gunboats, torpedo
boats and destroyers.
It is a fact that, today our Pacific
possessions and the entire western
coast of the United States are practically defenseless against naval attack. If war should break out tomorrow, San ranclsco, Ixis Angeles, Seattle aud Tacoma would be obliged
to depend upon land fortifications
and the sarvices of the regular and
volunteer army for defense. Weeks
and even months would go by before
the meager fleet on the Pacific coast
could be reinforced by other warships now under construction
or
cruising in the remote waters of the
Atlantic.
Orders to strngthen the naval representation in Asiatic waters have
been issued by President Roosevelt.
In addition to the order detaching
the Chattanooga and Charleston from
Admiral Sigsbee's fleet, in the Mediterranean, plans havo been made to
send the Brooklyn and Tacoma by
way of the Suez canal to join the
fleet under Admiral Train. The Oregon has been ordered to stay In the
far east, although in need of repairs.
Whether other vessels can be
spared from the Atlantic squadron
lias not yet been determined.
Much
depends upon the attitude of Great
Britain. Should that nation stand behind Japan in any trouble with the
United States, it would be impossible
To concentrate any hirge part of the
American fleet in Asiatic waters.
From a strategic point of view, the
Atlantic coast is quite as Important
as our Philippine possessions or the
Pacific frontier.
If the truth must bo told, then,
the United Suites is entirely unprepared for serious trouble in the far
east. The lack of a suitable naval
. Iiase, either on the Pacific coast or
in the Philippines ,is now being impressed' upon the .members of the
naval committee fii congress, as it
has been very apparent already to
.members of the general board and
to the president. The big floating
drydock. Dewey, is st ill months way
rom its destination, and the Pacific
mst hiis but one drydock, namely, at
Bremerton, near Seattle, with sufficient capacity to dock our battleships.
But the most strking feature of the
situation as develoed in the discussions In cabinet meetings and
elsewhere, is the very conspicuous
absence of any preparations for
the naval base with its
and other facilities at Olon-japin the Philippine Islands, or at
Cavite, near Manila. With a mere
handful of ships on our outer line of
defense, it is becoming evident that
any money spent for drydocks or
!ii
yards in the Philippines would
be s much temptation for a hostile
nation to grab them, should the opportunity come.
In any cae. It Is becoming plain
that a secondary naval base, must be
on the Pacific: coast to
which our forces might fall back
when (iviinnvered or outnumbered.
.
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IS TAKEN
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CAR
ON TRIAL TRIP.
Feb. 23 Officials

Philadelphia. V?...
if the Pennsylvania rallr'.ad
made
Hnother tost with the Strang Gasoline
electric nioii.r ear. This car looks
from without not unlike the ordinary
compartment or parlor car. But in
the twlvo too: space ill one end ol
horsepowei
the car is a m vetity-eUh- i
live cylinder padinc engine, directly
'nnecteii with an electric generator
capable of producing an elect r:c cur
rent that will ran the ear at express
train speed. Surplus current from the
generator is s'oivd in a storage bat
UMy carried under the car. The cat
will take any trade that the heavies
locomotives will climb, the storage
battery offering a reserve for short
hauls of extraordinary demands. Th
test showed that the car was capabb
of covering on an average sixty-twmilts an hour.
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. The
democratic members of the senate
committee on Interstate Commerce
held a caucus this morning, and decided to vote to report the Heuburn
rate bill to the senate without an
amendment and transfer the contest
from the committee to the floor ot
the senate. This does not commit
the democrats on the question of
court review.

"IN AN INTERVIEW, SENATOR FORAKER STATED POSITIVELY THAT HE WOULD- NOT
THE HEPBURN RATE LEGISLATION BILL." NEWS ITEM.
-

MINERS OF IDAHO

A CONTEST IN AIR

I

D1Y0RCE CONGRESS
ON UNIFORM LAWS

AND THEIR CASE

FOR CHAMPIONSHIP

SUPPORT

James Gordon Bennett's Cup Attorney Has Presented Peti Passed Resolution Pertaining
to the Migratory Charaction for Writ of HaOffered to National Aero
ter of Divorces.
beas Corpus
naut federation.
I

TODeka. Ksn.. Ppi. ?a
Aftor
ting and slashing three white per
sons, iwo oi wnom will probably die
Cyrus Haygood, a negro, who la believed to be Insane, surrendered to the
police here this morning and begged
for protection. He had been chased
by friends "of tho victims
Durlnv thn
night Haygood was surprised while at
tempting to roD a boarding house kept
by E. E. Coons and wife. In an effort
to escape he slashed them both. Late,
Day for Vote Arrive.
At the meeting of the senate comhe attacked David Brewker, a newspamittee On interstate commerce hln per carrier, whom he evidently misafternoon the character of the rate took for a policeman. Mrs. Conn anil
oui win De reported back by the ma- Brewer may die.
jority of tho committee to the senate
will be decided by a vote. The vote TURKISH TROOPS MUTINY
AS PAY IS IN ARREARS
was to have been taken last week,
Constantinople, Feb. 23. An extrabut was postponed on account of the
illness of Senator Tillman, who de- ordinary meeting cf the council ol
sired to be heard on the subject.
ministers has been summoned vo confer with the sultan and deal with tho
Three O'clock the Time.
situation at Yemen, Turkish Arabia,
At 2:15 tho senate committee on which Is said to be critical. Turkey is
Interstate commerce took a recess further embarrassed
by the objection,
until 3 o'clock. All minor amende of the troops to go to Yemen,
sevments offered to the Hepburn bill eral mutinies among the and
Turkish
were voted down during the forenoon troops have occurred, both being
besession. Dolliver expressed the opin- cause they have not
received the ar
ion thnt the report of the bill will be
authorized by 3 o'clock this after- rears of their pay.
noon.
LOS ANGELES WILL USE
3:20 p. m. The Hepburn bill was
COLORADO'S WATER POWER
ordered reported favorably by the
Jxib Angeles, Feb. 23. The Time
senate committee on interstate com- says that the energy
of the Colorado
merce.
river Is to be transmitted to Los Angeles according to plans now being
TO INVESTIGATE COAL
AND OIL CHARGES. I matured by local and Philadelphia can
Washingtbn, D. C, Feb. 23. The Italists. First the power is to be dis
Tillman-Gillesp.resolution, directing tributed among the mining camps on
the Interstate Commerce Commission the Nevada and Arizona border and
to make, an examination into the al- ultimately it will be brought here. r It
leged railroad discriminations
and is claimed that between fhe Orand
monopalies and report on same from canyon of the Colorado and the Blac
time to time, 'was taken up in the Canyon it is possible to take advantage of certain sites and develop o00,-00- 0
house as the first business today,
,
TownBeuft of Michigan presented a
horse power.
resolution with the unanimous report
from the interstate and foreign com- LATE BUT ELABORATE
merce committee. Explaining the resCELEBRATION OF KNIGHTS.
olution, Townsond eaid:
Boston,
Mass.,
Feb.v 23. The
"This resolution was born of the Knights of Pythias of Massachusetts,
settled conviction among the people, and other New England ststes will
as reflected in congress, that injus- hold a somewhat belated but highly
tice and wrong Is being done them by elaborate celebration In1 honor of the
certain interstate carriers of coal and forty second anniversary of tho foundoil. It has been confidently alleged ing of the order by Justus H.' Rath-bon- e
that certain railroads have large
In Washington, D. C. The proholdings of coal and oil lands, that gram f:r the celebration Includes a big
they buy and sell coal and oil, and parade of the Uniformed
Rank.
that in other cases the officers of Knights of Pythias, in the afternoon
these roads own sufficient stock in and a "Big Night" at the
Mechanics
oil and coal companies, which, when building, where
Pyhians will havo
used in connection with the stock their headquartersthe for
One
owned by the roads .enable them to of the special features the day.
conrtol such companies; and for such will be the performance of the evening
of the Initiareasons coal and oil are made more tory
expensive to the consumer and the order, work of the third rank of theI
the rank of knight, on a wag-Independent dealers are injured or
nlflcent scale. The work will be exruined. The resolution as originally emplified
by the Iola lodge team ot
presented to the house contemplated
Among those upon
only nn Investigation in relation to Day ton Ohio.
bituminous clol, but the senate reso- whom the third rank will be conferred
will be Governor Guild of Massachulution Included all other products."
setts. It Is expected that about 5,000
knights will be present at the celebraChicago Live Stock.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 23. Cattle re- tion In the evening. Delegations from
ceipts, 2,000; strong. Beeves, $3.90 all parts of Massachusetts and other
to $ti.35; cows and heifers, $1.50 to iNew England states are already here
$4.90; stockers and feeders. $2.75 to and others are coming in on every
i train.
$4.70; Texans, $3.00 to $4.40.
ie
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Chicago, 111.,
23. Johann
Feb.
Hoch, convicted of the murder of his
wife,
was
Mario Welcker Hoch.
hanged In the county jail at. 1:34
o'clock. Three times respited, Hoch
insisted to the last to bo granted all
the delay the law codeeded him. Under the sentence, he was to hnng between 10 a. m and 2 p. m. When tho
last appeal to the federal court was
denied. Hoch abandoned all hope, but
Insisted that he be allowed to live
until 1:30. This was granted and
Hoch ordered and ate a hearty dinner. Hoch walked upon the scaffold
quietly and stood directly under the
noose, with heels together, and body
erect, like a soldier on parade. He
was pale, but composed and full of
courage. He said:
"Father forgive them, they know
not what they do! I must die, an Innocent man. Goodbye." Hoch confessed to a clergyman, shortly before
being taken to the scaffold, who later,
when asked If he had confessed to
the murder, said: "Well, 'he said he
had been a bigamist, aud a very
wicked man."
History of the Case.
The trial of Hoch was one of the
most Bensational criminal trials evei
held in this city and attracted the
greatest interest throughout the country, owing to the fact that Hoch was
known in many parts of the country
and had contracted numerous regular
and bigamous marriages with women
from different parts of the United
States. The specific charge on which
he was tried was that he had poisoned
Mrs.
Hoch with
Marie Welckcr
arsenic. Hoch fled from Chicago at
the time, but was recognized and ar
rested In New York. and brought back
to Chicago. He was placed on trial
on April 19 and convicted on May 20.
Senffnce of- dtath was passed on him
on June 3 and the original date for
which his execution was fixed was
June 23', 1905.
Governor Deneen granted Hoch a
reprieve Until July 28 and a second
reprieve until August 25. Before the
arrival of the latter date tho supreme
court granted him a supersedeas to
allow of the reconsideration of the
case. On December 13, however, the
demand for a rehearing was refused
and a last effort was made, to Induce
tho supreme court of the state of 111!
nois to order a rehearing of the case.
On February 8, the supreme
court
affirmed the verdict of the lower court
and refused to grand a rehearing. Now
there Is nothing but the givernor's
clemency between Hoch and his death
on the gallows.
The murderer still denies Tils guilt.
Ho claims that the testimony of one
of his wives, which bo seriously affected his cause, was perjurous. He
admits to have entered a number ol
bigamous marriages, but Insists that
the woman died of natural causes
and not by poison administered by
lilin.
Hoch slept soundly and this
morning seemed resigned to his fate.
Jailor Waits Awhile.
After consulting with' States Attorney Healy, the jail officials decided
to delay the execution, if necessary,
until 2p. m., the hour named in the
court sentence providing for hanging.
What the Court Said.
Before Judge Landis, Horn's attorneys contended that a writ of habeas coi mis should Issue forthwith if
the court found that the petition was
presented i proper form. After a
brief consideration, the Judge said:
The
"The petition is denied.
proper remedy for the counsel was a
writ of error from the decision of
tho state supremo court to the United
States supreme court. Counsel failed
to take advantage of that move. The
writ is fatally defective, and cannot
be made good."
Hoch's attorney asked an appeal
from Judge Landis'
The
decision.
judge replied:
"Later in the day I will enter such
an order as will enable you to have
this case reviewed in the supreme
court. In the absence of your client,
I will
not now complicate matters by
further delay." anj the court threw
the petition to one side.
Last Efforts of Attorneys.
Johunii Hoch slept well all night,
and awoke this morning in a jovial
mood. He said ho felt fine and had
had a good night's rest.
Tho attorneys for Hoch were oui early today seeking to prevent the execution
by legal means. The first tiling attempted was to secure a writ of supersedeas from Justice Magnifier of
the supreme court .who was in the
city. The eftort failed signally, the
justice refusing to take action.
A short time before the hour set
for I lie execution,-petition was filed
in the United States circuit court, by
Hoch's attorneys, asking for federal
intervention to save Hoch.
Tile petition said that the state authorities are endeavoring to execute
Hoch in, violation of the Fourteenth
amendment and without due proress
of law. After filing the petition, the
attorneys left for the criminal court
building, to try to get a stav of execution, pending tho action ' of the
federal court.
As a result of the legal complications. Jailor Whitman announced that
the execution would be delayed until
the application for a writ if habeas
corpus could be passed upon by some
judge of tile federal Court.
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Senate Committee Orders Cuts Two Persons in To- Bill Favorably Report
peka With Results
ed This Afternoon.
Probably Fatal.

Cease Not Their
Efforts to Almost the
Last Moment.

of Resistance.

A NEGRO MAN

BILL REPORTED

Not Large Enough to Furnish Attorneys

Japan Single Mouthful
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Dumor.t and Frank Lahn it is Granted Similar Action
Will be the Contestants
be Taken For Others.
,
For This Trophy.
Conspiracy Al'eged.

Santos

New Ysrk, Feb. 23. Santos Dumont
and Frank Lahn will compete In the
interests of the Aero club next summer for the James Gordon Dennett
Aeronautical cup. The cup was offered
to the International Aeronautical fed
eration some time ago by Mr. Bennett.
It- Is to cost more han $25,000 and is
to be a challenge trophy until some
club in the federation has won it three
consecutive times or until some club
holds it five years without a challenge
The Aero club of Paris defends the
cup this year.
The selection of the American competitors was made the other day at
a meeting of the executive committee
of the Aero club and gives general
Although the rules gov
satisfaction.
erning the contest state that the com
petltors must represent the clubs ot
their own eauntrles, Santos Dumont
is eligible to represent this country, as
Brazil has no club. Mr. Lahn is an
American, an expert balloonist and
was the winner in Paris last year ol
the Figaro cup for the greatest distance covered.
Italy has challenged already, and
challenges are expected from every
European country where there are,
aero clubs. Among the French en
huslasts who stands the best chances'
of defending the trophy are the Count
de la Vaux. Jacques Seury and Castel
lane do San Victor. Although the,
cup was given primarily to promote)
the dirigible balloon, most of tho eon
testants will use the ordinary drifting'
balloons.
it is expected, however,'
that, several airships will also com
pete.

Divorce Not of Force if Granted
on

Grounds

Non-Statuto-

Elsewhere.

Boise, Idaho, Feb. 23. Attorney E.
Washiugtcn, Feb. 23. Before finally
F. Richardson, representing the offi adjourning last night the congress on
ofi
cers of the Western Federation
Miners, who are In the penitentiary uniform divorce laws for several
here charged with the murder of for- states adopted the following resolumer Governor Steunenberg, today pre- tions, which seeks to make even more
sented to the Idaho supreme court n stringent lavs pertaining to the "mipetition for a writ of habeas corpus gratory character of divorces." Each
for G. A. Pettibone.
The petition al stato should adopt a statute embodyleges a conspiracy on the part of Gov- ing the principle contained In tine
ernor Gooding and Attorneys Hawley Massachusetts act wnlch Is as follows:
and Van Duyn, who are employed. In
"If an inhabitant of this commonthe prosecution to deprleve the pris- wealth goes Into another state or
oner of his liberty. The petition also country to obtain a divorce for a causo
charges a violation of the constitution which occurred hero nnd while the
of the United States and the state ol parties resided here, or for a cause
Idaho, if the petition is granted a which would not authorize divorce by
similar application will bo mado for the laws of this commonwealth, tat
Mover, Haywood, St. John and Adams. divorce so obtained shall be of no
force or effect in this commonwealth.'
TORPEDO BOAT WINSLOW
A resolution was also adopted proIS BROKEN DOWN viding that "fraud or collusion in obNorfolk, Feb. 23. A special mes- taining or attempting to obtain disage over United States weather bu- vorce, should be made a statutory
reau telegraph wires to the command- crime by criminal c ode."
ant of the Norfolk navy yard today
said:
TWO ARMY OFFICERS
Winslow Is brok"The torpedo
GO TO PENITENTIARY.
en down southeast
of Cape Henry
Washington. D. C, Feb. 23. Twd
and wants immediate assistance."
army officers are destined to go to the
A naval tug was dispatched at once.
It Is probable that the Winslow was penitentiary next week, unless the
president uses his pardoning power,
disabled in last night's storm.
which, however, is not probable. Onu
of the officers is Lieutenant Hotuei
MORE BILLS FOR
E. Lewis, who will spend eighteen
NEW MEXICO PENSIONS.
months In Jail, besldts being disSpecial to The Evening Citizen:
Washington, I). C, Feb. 23. Dele- missed from the service. He was found
gate Andrews has Introduced a bill guilty on tlie charge of having duplihis pay accounts and of having
granting a pension to Jose N. Lucero, cated engaged
in numerous financial
and bills increasing the pensions of been
Irregularities. The other is LieutenJohn A. Baker and Richard Morris.
ant S. rt. liurliatik, who goes to jail
for fifteen months.
He married a
REICHSTAG PASSING FINAL
READING BY LARGE VOTE Filipino while on duty In the PhilipDRY DOCK DEWEY HAS BEEN
Feb. 23. The reichstag to- pine islands ami denied the relationSEEN OFF CANARY ISLANDS dayBerlin.
by a large majority passed the ship on his i( turn to the United
l as Paltuas, Canary Inlands, Feb. 23. final
reading of the bill providing for States, where he became engaged to
The United States dry dock Dewey tlie extension of Germany's reciprocal ! young w man. He might have eshas just signalled off this p it.
tariff rates to the I'nif.l Slates.
caped wi'h dismissal from the army,
had It not been discovered that Bur
bank had apparently made away with
some of tlie company funds and
money on false pretenses In
Manila. The young man's mother and
sister and the young woman to whom
In was engaged to lie married, came
to Wellington ami tried ti Induce t'ne
pn sklent, to exercise his clemency In
.
but President Roosevelt rethe
fused to militate the sentence.
-
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OF FOREIGN DEVILS
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CELEBRATING DEATH

OF THE POET KEATS

London, Fell. 23. Uterary societies Spagna In Home mentions February
tnroughout England are celebrating 24, and Die tame date is engraved on
the aiinh rary of the death of John 'he tombstone. But there seems no
Keats, the Kreat English poet, who reasonable doubt tlm- - this U tlmr.u
died in Home on February 23.
lh date of the reglstianoti of death.
l.
For many years there was gr. at uncerKeats died in Severn's arms, anil
tainty as to tlie ex tct date of Keats Severn's statement, twice repeated in
death.
It was given by different extant letters written at 'he time is
sources as the 27. the 2. and the 2! vplicit.
"The diath summons," he
of February and the hour as the early wrote, "happened about half past f;ur
morning, 11 in the ton noon, and about "a i! e afternoon of Friday, the 23rd'
four in the afternoon. The record I "H! then followed 'he p.iignant and
"early morning of the 2Mb'' is obvi- hai rowing details. Again
in bis frag
ously a mistake arising from m:s-- nientary letter to
on Tuesday
piTeiiem-lool ti" 27tli, h,. write,;
of the siunKicar.ee
(in the 23rd,
ske,ch aj Friday, at half na: im:i the aoinrmei,
Severn's "Eve of
confusion of January 2V ami February t of dtatii c:t:i!e on. i:iereaed until
J he
-- h.
mistake as to the 2:h is eleven at niu.it when he gradually
due to the dale at l he ileal of Severn's s',Kl- - is'-- death,
(:.. that I titill
famous fragmentary letter to Armi "ought he slept." From
this It ap
tuge Hr-w(27thl.
"lie is pears bey. nd doubt that Keatg died
gone," written, four days ,,'ihctt!( r.t
after ilevin o ck at night
to the death of Keats. Tile Inscrip- on February 23,
Keats was
tion on the house in t!e Piazza di Liit in London lu lsI
7y ;
lfj-'-

Br-iw-
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Canton, F.b.

that the

anti-foreig- n

23.

It is understood
element is plan-

Tiie provincial authorities seem to
with their customary
oriental Indifference, but It is believed
that secretly preparations have been
made by them to protect tho foreigners as much as possible and to suppress any uprising that should be attempted tomorrow. Many Europeans
who have received
warning
have
sought refuge in the large coast cities,
where they are likely to find shelter
and protection In the case of an uprising The missionaries and their families are remaining at their posts and
there Is ronslderabe anxiety concerning their fate in case there should be
a general uprising.

take matters

ning extensive riots against the "foreign devils" in all parts of China for
tomorrow and it Is feared that tlie
trouble will assume as serious proportions as the Boxer disturbances a few
years ago. The agitation against the
foreigners has been going on f jr some.
time through the agency of tho sub
ordinate circles of the Chinese Reform
association and during tlie last few
weeks orders have been passed around
among the members secretly, ordering
tlum to throw off all he foreign elements In the country, starting on Feb
ruary 24. Although "little has appeared
n the surface it Is well known in
l
circles that there is in
tense excitement lirewing among the AMERICAN MINISTER SAYS
NO SIGNS OF AN OUTBREAK.
so call) d reform ( lenient and that any
serious outbreak In one spot will be
Washington, D. C., Feb. 23. Minthe signal for a general uprising ister Rockbill today cabled the Stat
against tlie foreigners, which may lead liepariment from Peking that everyHERO OF CHEROKEE WRECK
to a terrific massacre of foreigners In thing is quiet in China, and there are.
HAS COMMERCIAL
EXHIBIT. all parts
no signs of an outbreak.
of the empire.
Atlantic ri'y. N .1., Feb. 23. Cap
hero of the Client-Itain Marl.
e wreck, h a entired into an agree
m ii wart., one or tne
ment witli J.
.;. ;.! ti fees
furmerlv it t c
San Iteiiiintro customs service, to take
the
'
iur Alberta to the West In
i
i f '
dii s next summer on a mercantile
It
has
been
by
demonstrated
in
careful
hin.M'li
observer
throughout
command.
The
wi'h
tht
country, and we mean the advertisers of regular and big space, that
cralt wl.i'h Cap'riin Castro used in.
a preponderance of readers of afternoon daily papers, especially Satrescuing tin- Cherokee's passengers
urday afternoon, are the women, and The Evening Citizen knowing
a c.:iiinerr:al txhibit of var
will
these 'acts to be absolutely true, will in the future devote one page
of American factories.
he.is i.r i'let
t
I f.u.,1
Tli..
cf its Saturday's issue to exclusive articles for the women folks and
mi
ii
..i-- A..I.I
in in
llieilMl.llu i (lllli
ace rdiiu to Mr.
the home dressmakers.
The page will constitute a New York fashin tie- V'e.-- r IndM
ion letter by one of the bes; woman writers of the great city, and
;r'iia!!i- untouched in
Schwartz.
toe
will
be
article
illustrated with cuts showing the latest styles In
these lilies The schooner registers;
dress accessories for summer, the millinery creations for the heads
but ii is large t tiuugU
f urteet: t a.
and other points which (he ladies of Albuquerque should know tefors
in'en.led.
for tlie p ii ,io-hand.
Therefore, secure a copy of tomorrow's
St. Louis Wool.
Evening Citizen and
keep yourself posted.
St. I mis Mo., Fell. ID. Wotd is
steady a:.d unchanged.
( 1 1 II
I
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National bank, and wlili making false
entries.
It was stated that Conzman had put
ANYTHING
up thousands of dollars to bncTt politicians running for public office in
Ttrre Haute, and that In one care
he was carrying as part of the bank'
wed
you
evening,
a
sent
have
flood
assets a note for $10,500 given by a
Washington?
(ling gift to
defeated candidate for county treas
urer.
given to
A $1.5(10 dog has boon
Judge Anderson recalled
a shost
"Princess" Alice. A little Lit too ex- t.me agi he sentenced a that
glassblower
pensive f. r lilsruit experiments.
found guilty of counterfeiting, and no
"Your city Ih holding an election one thought his being sent to the penitentiary a hardship.
today," remarked the stranger.
"Such a bank official Is Just as muen
"Yep," said the native.
as that glnssMower," sa'd
"It seems to he a spirited contest.' a criminal
"Wull, I don't know whut else you the Judge.
could expect. It's between th' wets
GOVERNOR HAGERMAN'S
an' th' drys."
'
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LUCKY

'

AN
ELECTRIC
AT LAS VEGAS.
CAR, WITH THE GOVERNOR AND
PARTY, PLUNGES OVER AN EM-

too

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
Tn KmnM Cmim will he dalrm-e- hi the
Hy at Um low rate of 20 cants iw weak, or for to

BANKMENT.
m

rEecMHv).(Poeltlona) JtClericatj
nn nuiiuicu. v.
Kiecntlva, Clerical, Technical and Salesman po
Itloaa, paying tnnn 1,0K to R,UO0 a year. If ynt
Kara a hlun irrada man write for booklet and atate Uta
bind of poaitlim you deaira, Uflicee la 111 clllea.
yvB want men mimraiinriT
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Post-offic-

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

FOUND.
FOUND Lady's gold ring, ruby set,
by Howard Mann, of 723 North

Fourteenth street. Owner can have
same by calling at this office and
paying for this notice.

MsQWmws

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RECEIPTS, aa low as $10.00 and as high
a $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Good reyour
main In
possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tea us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

and

8ollclt

.V

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldga
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

President

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

A SANTA FE BY.

V

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THIS IS THE NEXT.
One
One

M?m

Mm?

Extenda to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, tlTO.OOO.OO.

On

ALBUQURRQUX,

frame house, modern.
brick on South Edith
street, both for
four-roo-

N. 1C

five-roo-

OffVxars awd Dtrectovsv,

S3 600 00

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS

iVtf.
A.
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Hi at
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JRANK McKEH!

Rented all the time
for $20 each. A 12
per cent investment.
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PORTERFIELD CO.,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.

ArOkorteM Capttat
Paid Us- Capital, Surplus and Profits

Notarial

work

conveyancing.

and

Caatator
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Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Banta Fe Hallway
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O. N. MARRON,

X

3&

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

i

o! Albuquerque, New Mexico
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PROFESSIONAL

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

J.

$100,000.00
15,000.00

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat-nienCorrespondence or a personal interview solicited.

E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
Office
hours,. 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
32

F streot

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
D. C.

Q
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"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1871

Lm

B. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE1

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

0

t.

Room3 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

N. W., Washington,

,

I

CARDS

DENTISTS.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-
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The State National Bank
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DR.

President.
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NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
iO EXCHANGE 1 have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk witn
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

by-go- ne
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with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to Your Prosperity

d

nltro-cul-tur-

-

.

66a Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

tYtn
frntn 1 nq Wefts
Springs yesterday at noon Vpgood (Ine.), Brain Brokers
JUtrertUliij Rates Hade Known on Application
over the Scenic highway, the trolley I1
mi Chemical Bulldlnff. t. Lout
Hagerman
containing
Governor
car
notifying
ua
a
fame
eenfer
will
br
TK;hnlcaT)CPoelort'Xs'1c,mBlfT
8atiiWm
of the paper.
and party, left the track and partly
aawmliaf ly on any
wn-Haplunged over an embankment,
AO liitain a and remlttanrea ahotild ba addreaaed to
WANTED.
A
nnrlflneke
mntiAeer of the
Taia Cttium Pvrmkhino Compakt. Drafta.
rherke. poatnffic and eapreee money order
was
company,
electric street railway
WANTED Roomers and boarders in
aauat aa aaada payabla to tha ardar of the
thrown from the car and nis rignneg
private family; two blocks east of
aaaapany.
struck on the end of a tie badly breakSanta Fe hospital. 815 South Edith
ing It between the knee and ankle. He
street.
Colorado IP
Automatic I A3
f1rpn
nlur, uiiutnlnoit n
cut on bin fore WANTED Highest casn price paid
head. A logway prevented the car
household goods. M.
for second-hanfrom plunging down nrteen icet into u
405 South First street. Colo.
Ellison,
ODD WORK OF
pool of deep water. As it was, ine car
'phone. Red 131.
was so much inclined that the memwould like
hum t thp Tlnirermnn nnrtv tn climb WANTED Young man
NATURE'S ARCHITECT
on delivery wagon; good refing out had to Jump eight feet to
erences. Address, John C. Farrell,
reach the ground. Aitnougn Mr. uuu417 West Silver avenue.
GOINC OVER HIS BOOKS.
tnalatorl thnt thpv rontlmia the
Gentlemen's second-hanFantastic Caverns Used as "Your attention one moment. If trip, the party returned to Im Vegas. WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
They were en route to lrout springs
you please, ysur most Illustrious maj tr. I., ihd iriioAtM nf Xlnr Vordhaiin at
south of viaduct. Send address and
Tombs by Aboriginies.
esty."
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
his mountain lodge. No one else was
"Oh, verv well," replied the sultan hurt except Mr. Buddecke.
WANTED White man and wife for
"City of RocKs"
wearily. "What la It?"
small hotel; woman to be good cook
"Here Is another country demanding CHANGES ANNOUNCED
and man a good rustler. For inan apology from us."
IN FOREST RANGER.
formation, address Charles Jones,
"Humph, we made two apologies
Forest Raneer John Kerr, for the
IS LOCATED NEAR DEMING
Thoreau, N. M
last week. See If you can't put. It. off past five years a ranger on the Gila
Two men in each county
WANTED
reserve, has been transferred to the
with an excuse."
t represent and advertise hardterritory,
reserve,
and
Lincoln
this
curThe most remarkable natural
ware department, put out samples
THE READY LETTER WRITER.
succeeds supervisor Clemeth Higti
iosity in. southern New Mexico, and
of our goods, etc. Traveling posiA letter from a landlord to one o) tower as ranger In charge, with headSalary, S90
lerhaps in the enUre southwest, is his tenants, declining to make certain quarters at Capltan. Forest Ranger tion or office manager.
per month, cash weekly, with all extt K Wade, whn has lonir bepn In
the City of Rocks, located about Improvements:
penses paid in advance. We furnish
charge of the Mogollon mining district
twenty miles northwest of Doming. Impatient Sir:
234
610,
everything. Department
reserve,
nas
rorest
or
the Gila
Y'our very impertinent letter con- section
Rising from a ridge of almost solid
avenue, tho Columbia House,
Fifth
dithe
eastern
a list of Improvements, which been transferred to
Chicago, 111.
rock, and extending over about three taining
you
made on the house you have vision and stationed at Kingston, and
tiundred acres, is a great mass of been wish
discharge
In
Kingston
the
AGENTS WANTED.
occupying Is at hand, and I shall is now at
Jolty domes, crags, peaks, spires and answer In detail.
of his duties.
AGENTS make 6 daily, selling the
many
columns, through which run
First, under no circumstances will1
cheapest and most perfect water
openings) and passageways, corres- I paper, or rather, repaper, the front ROMANCE FROM SANTA Fc
filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
ponding very much to the avenues hall. You have been occupying the
Big profit. Exclusive territory. SenMURDERER
CONDEMNED
ABOUT
and streets of a town. From the house since 1 891. and It seems strange
eca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
main passageways hundreds of lit- that at this late day you should deRditor Citizen It is claimed that
FOR RENT.
tle alleys, many of Uiem so narrow mand new paper. If you were able .1 ;hn
the condemned murderer,
that one is put to a squeeze to pass to get along fifteen years without .new servedConley
Apply
FCRHrrENTunTh
Is
Civil
war.
also
It
in
the
through them, iiranc.h in alt direc- paper yuu must do without It longer
that he was born In September,
at 511 South Third street.
tions. These are so numerous. In- I cannot understand why you should said
The war began in April, 1861, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
tricate and winding that It is a diff- bo suddenly change your mind about 1849. Conley
lacked a little of being
209 South Arno street.
icult matter for one not familiar with It, and I am ready to believe it is some when
11 years and 7 months old, and the
RENT Rooms tor Housekeepthe City" to find their way through. whim of your wife and that you are war
toil
In
Conley
1805,
April,
closed
when
ing. 524 West Railroad avenue.
All of these are interspersed with lit- not interested. Let me hear no more
7
years
15
lacked a little of being
and
tle plazas or open courts.
RENT One furnished room, lor
about wall paper.
old. Evidently, the friends ol FOR
It is not known when or how this
410 West Coal avenue.
gentlemen.
Stcond, your request for a new step months
City of Hocks was formed, but it Is' at the back porch shows you have not Conlev have been romancing.
Rooms
for light house
RENT
FOR
READER.
evident that a ridge of rock, extendeven ordinary care of the propkeeping. 524 South Second street.
ing the entire length of the place taken
step
erty intrusted to you. I built
A Healing Gospel.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
was forced up here at Borne time in there In 1878, and 1 Hee plainlya that
C. Warren, pastor of
J.
The
Rev.
for housekeeping, $10; ladies preages
perhaps
by
earththe
you
used It roughly. Possibly Slmrr.n Ilnntlst Pchiircb. Helair. Ga..
ferred. Inquire at this office.
quakes, or it is possible that the your have
children have made kindling ol says of Electric Bitters: "It's a God FOR RENT Three-room- ,
rurnished
Klacial period has been a factor in it. I shall expect you
to replace It send to, mankind, it cured me ot a
tent and other rooms after the lGth,
of
nature.
marvelous
work
this
complete
at
once.
ntul
lam l..iclt stiff inlnta.
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
Again it is possible that the slow pro-ceyour request for fly screens physical collapse. I was so weak it
E. K. Norris, 524 St. John street.
of the past ages, the wind and Is Third,
preposterous.
are
not only
took me half an hour to walk a mile.
rain, and the continuous chemical not dangerous, but Flies
FOR SALE.
as a rule they are Two bottles ot Electric Bitters have
action of the atmosphere may have a good thing to have
around. Only made me eo strong I nave just waiKen
iouT in Coronada
produced' this remarkable formation,
can afford screens, and three miles in 50 minutes and feel FORAlSAll
which Is second in grandeur and in- the wealthy
L. McSpadden, 300 South
T.
Place.
you do not expect me to place like walking three more. It's made a
Broadway.
terest only to the Garden of the Gods surely
on the house. I would as soon new man of me." Greatest remedy
la Colorado. In some respects it is them
RENT OR TRADE ljsi your
SELL.
even more striking than the Colorado think of keeping yiur family in auto for weakness and all Stomach, Liver
property
with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Sold under
and Kidney complaints.
wonder, the mass being so much mobiles.
Broadway
South
Fourth, I cannot repair the sidewalk guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c
greater.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busin
The dome and towers shoot up in in front of the house. It was damaged
ness for city property. T. L.
many places' to a height of from fifty by members of your family loitering PROPOSAL TO FINE
300 South Broadway.
GARRISON.
to one hundred feet and are very pic- there, and I regard your request as W:ishliiiiton. AII.WHOLE
Feb. 23. During FOR" SALE Ten thousand gallon
C
turesque. Most of them are more or Insolent.
cedar tank cheap. J. II. Heald, 805
Several persons have been trying tho last few days the government au
less flat on top caused by the manave
department
East Grand ave. Colorado phono 62,
war
the
of
thorities
computed
me
to
are
lease
to
house
they
to
of
induce
the
which
terial
being of such a nature as to be tiiem, offering me considerably more been considering the question of fining three rings.
easily affected by the elements of rent than y:u are paying, but I have the entire garrison of Fort Bliss, Tex., Foil SALE Indian trading post ;
good location and a paying business.
centuries that the sharp points have refused every time because you have to offset the damage wrought by some
leen worn away, which process still always appeared, until the present soldit is who destroyed a saloon near T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
way
continues.
time, to be a model tenant. However. that post. It was impossible t ascerThat the city was known to the if you continue to tinnoy me with un- tain the real culprits, and the sugges- FOR SALE Chi'ap, Fairbanks
power gasoline enIndians in prehistoric times is evid- reasonable requests for repairs and tion was made thu every soldier bo asMorse
ent by the remains recently found improvements I shall bring an action sessed pro rata. General J. M. Lee,
gine, suitable for small pumping
in
there by explorers who often visit to evict you and give the house to who commands the department
ii ant. Enquire .1. w. aicviuaue
the place. From a mass of debris somebody on my waiting list.
which Fort Bliss Is situated, expressed FOR SALE OR TRADE
A goon
covering the bottom of a dark cavT.
his disapproval of the suggestion, and
Unhnmnkpr niano. A bargain.
Yours truly.
HARDEN FLINT.
ern formed by the falling together of
said that renewed efforts should be
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
was exhumed a
throe great
made to find those who were respon- FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
number of relic and a skeleton In 1RST WOMAN WHO
sible. He regards it as unjust that
at a bargain. T. U McSpadden, 300
a good Btate of preservation. On a
all the soldiers should be taxed to
South Broadway.
IN
VOTED
ENGLAND
bench in a great cavity hollowed out
by
a
afew.
wrought
meet the damage
SALE A haiuisome Hardtnau
FOR
of one side of a massive rock, a body
not
garrlfion
did
The majority of the
piano. In fine condition and almost
4iad been laid away and enclosed with
in
take part In the disturbance, and
For particu
new. at a bargain.
a substantial wall composed of ttat
this view of the Injustice of the wholelars, call at this office,
vtones sot in adobe mortar. This bur1
sale assessment the war department
A good paying hotel in
ial place has len opened and the rehas emphatically concurred. The idea FOR SALE
T. L. McSpadden, 300
town.
small
mains carried off some years ago.
is a new one, and is recognized as
Broadway.
Apparently, but a portion of the wall
South
possessing merit simply on the ground
rancu at a
i till standing.
Tho authorities at FOR SALE talie small
of its ingenuity.
property in
The streets In many Instances, are
will
to
continue
will
be
asked
Fort
Bliss
nunoEt In perfect line, although the
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
inquiry,
of
deter
the
view
with
the
view is frequently interrupted by
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
mining definitely who is responsible
sharp turns and windings. These
South Broadway.
t hi
upon
fixing
assessment
and
the
streets generally trend north ami
FOR SALE A good general merchanculprits.
individual
ttouUi or east and west, and some of
dise and grocery business, with meat
them are fifteen or tweuty feet wide,
anil
Miguel Chavez, u prominent
market Included, and buildings for
the bottom being almost solid rock.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
ot
merchant
wealthy
sheep
man
and
curThe rocks have assumed many
Broadway.
North
by
his
accompanied
Ticrra,
Amurilla.
ious shapes, the most striking one
wife, is In the city, en route to a visit Full SALE Hotel, European plan;
tx;lng the leaning Tower, iialanee
20 rooms, newly furnished in new
to
Old Mexico to his home. While
ltock, the Cardinal's Hat, and another
:
building; best location in city; a
are
the
here,
Chavez
Mr.
Mrs.
and
something like the kneeling camel,
proposition. Reason
fine business
Mrs.
sister,
guests
Chavez.'
Mrs.
ol
corin appearance. At tho northwest
for selling, poor health. Address,
llowlaud.
ner is a massive dome called Eagle
F. J., this office.
Orag, in a large pocket of which
Foil" SALE $700" "will buy equity in
eaglet) have nested for many Reasons
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
residence en the hest
and reared their broods.
street In the city; will rent for $45
This wonderlul "city" has many atBEAUTY CULTURE.
month; owner leaving town. F. L
tractions for the visitor; he will find
McSpadden, 303 Soutn Broadway
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
at every step, something new to atdouble-ba- r
Graduate of Parisian Institute,
FOR SALE A
tract Jiis attention a score of openi
latent
Tha
ings, leading in as many directions,
shotgun; bran new
vw twin. 1..it,.
i ,"U
iJ
reled,
'i
scientific appliance and up to date
never has been used; one of th
will luvite you.
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
floe for particulars.
WARNS FARMERS
Meacning; manicuring ana suampw FOR SALE Two-s- t ry nnck building.
Ing.
watei
Electrolytic
automatic
sixteen rooms; liot water heat, hot
AGAINST FRAUD
MISS AI.WYN M'SSUY.
avenue.
massage. '.13 West Cold
and cold water; gns and electric
279.
phone
Auto
The law does not yet provide for
Hubts In each room; lot. 75x142 feet;
PROF. BALL OF A. & M. COLLEGE woman's buft'rago In Kngland, but this
close In; the bes;t rooming and
UNDERTAKER.
SAYS NITRO CULTURE IS MIS woman voted, nevertheless. Slio Is a
iHmrdlng house location in the city;
teacher in East Marlcybonc, and Auto, 'phone 316.
house nicely furnished; price and
REPRESENTED.
Colo. Red 115.
through some mistake, her name, with
terms reasonable.
Address, H. c.,
A. BORDERS,
prefix ".Mr." was placed on the
care of Citizen.
City Undertaker.
I'rof. O. M. Hall, of the department the
ajf botany of Che Texas A. and M. voting register. She appeared at lie Commercial
Club Building. Black FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested In mines? I have some
cjoiloge, bus been conducting a series polls, and after a discussion, til elec- and white bearse, $3.
said to be good deals. Talk with
uf exptrrlmeuts to determine the value tiou judges recorded her ballot.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadASSAYERS.
ajf the substance known as
way.
which is widely advertised as JUDGE PUTS BANK CRIMINAL
COLLINS,
CORBET &
AND COUNTERFEITER
FOR SALE OR TRAmE- -J
m revivlfler for poor land, says the
rooming
United
Engineers.
Civil
and Mining
IN ONE CLASS
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Kl 1'aso Herald. Ilia carefully conState Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
numBroadway.
covering
experiments,
a
tacted
,
of samples, go to prove that the ingIndianapolis, ml., Feb. ;:!. Believ East side ef ASSAYERS.
ber
SALE A
Plaza, 8anta Fe, N. M. FOR
that a bank oltlcial who has in
"N(ta-o- "
being Bold in Texas is absobrick- dwelling in the Highlands;
o
funds Is Just us mun a
clus,. in; bath, electric lights,
Farmers through-aju- t
lutely
.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
guilty
tli state are lelng victimized as criminal as a glassblower found
A barguiu if taken at
barn.
counterfeiting, Judge A. 11. And
truly as if they were Investing in gold of
to Eye, Ear, Nose
onee. Easy terms If
son ha-- s sentenced Gustave A. Conz- - Practice limited Throat.
ItrtckM. A bulletin containing
and
Box 218.
Hall's conclusions Is now in luan to serve eight years in the gjv Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
Fort
in
prison
eriuni
at
prior
Ui'venwon'.
Railroad
sent
Is
This
out
notice
lines.
West
313V4
Office,
BUSINE8JXCHANGE.
frretta
o the publication of the bulletin in Kas. Coiizmau entered a plea of avenue.
6EXC HANG E
b a v e some" ranches
$ to 12 a. m. and 1 30 to K
irder that the farmer of the state guilty t the charge of embezzling
to trade for city property. T. L.
HoKf:
$ti,o'iii us cashier of the Vigo County P D)
auay be warned.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.

WMIrt
to Trout.

arita par asonth. whfn nairi monthly,

i'i-rTTT-f.-rTiTT'fl

of the man who houid be working for yont
-'VkjiyjV
of the man wro would fladly lend you money?
of the man vha wcnlj like to buy your hortef
of tho maa who would buy an Interest In yonr buslneuf
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

ESCAPE

FEBRUARY 23, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS

MOST

M

FRIDAY,

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
la the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
jjRAJLRO

ALtSUyUEKUB. N. M.

OfOOtOCCOtOC

p

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
NOTARY-PUBL-

IC.

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Cold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
ail North Second street, Albuquer

THE

que, N. M.

C o t re
C o in xri e r oi clI
Printin g

ct

T h c CITIZEN JOB

MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
.
"DR7R."L. MUST,
ti. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Gerday
micide. Treatments given eachnurse
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
DRSTW.H. A J. D. NUSBAUM,
A. L.

6--

VEF1LL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

Hign-Frequen- cy

and Surgeon, Jew-elr- y
& Maynard's
Store. Second streot.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land office.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23, N. T. Arniijo Dulldlog.
Physician

Office over lilckox

J.

C.

envelope
Mote Head

Program

Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Book
Receipt Books
In

other word

turn out
every
thing a
printer know
how to do . . ..
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Room
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B. RTJPPE
NEXT

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Rait road Ate.

BAIiDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
.
tocktlme Cemeai. .
longest, most ecouomlcal. full
measure.
Paint, Glass. Bash Doers, sts.
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

EHERMAN-WILLIAM-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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IL

FINEST BUILDING
OF KIND IN WORLD

A
A

STRUCTURE

IS

Reduce Tobacco

Acreage-Targ-

Championship.

A
A
A

New York, Feb. 23. Uncle Sara s
23,000,000 custom houRP, overlooking
New York harbor, will soon be completed . In this granite palace of the

i

Italian renaissance, lavishly carved
awd embellished by sculptor, artist
and architect, national tolls of something like $2,000,000 a year will be
collected on American commerce.
"Tbe finest carved granite building In
the world," was the verdict of an eminent French architect after he had
critically Inspected the Imposing facades, stretching nearly 200 feet along
Howling Green, and running 280 feet
In depth.
The exterior walls are built of
massive granite block backed by sev
eral feet of brick work and two Inches
of fireproof terra cotta. making a wall
nine feet thick. In the center of the
building Is a covered court, with Its
highly ornamented dome surrounded
by colonnades rising to the height ot
lour stories.
Cannot Be Burned.
Inside the building two rows ot
Jieavy steel columns run around the
entire structure, thirty feet back from
the. outer walls. One end of the girders carrying the floors rests upon
these columns and the other end is
embedded In the masonry wall. In
thl.i day of "fireproof" buildings, which
arc not fireproof at all, the architects
jjiu
special attention to the form ol
co:i iructlon. It was felt that a build
Ing of such Importance should be absolutely unburnable. The result ot
Ihis special study was a decision to
.fireproof the entire building with hoi
low tile blocks which in their manufacture had been subjected to a temperature of 3,000 degrees for several
weeks. The average building fire de
velops d:pt 1,500 degrees of heat, so
it can lie seen that there Is a considerable margin sf safety here. Over
windows and cornices where the' archi
tectural effect required it, especially
designed terra cotta blocks a.'e placed.
All the partitions, inner wall linings,
and the mansard roof are constructed
jf hollow tile blocks, and every Inch
of the steel frame work Is completely
Incased In porous terra cotta. The
3arition3 are In the same material.
From the
thirty feet be
low the street, to the top floor run two
fireproof staircases, constructed on
the Gustavlno arch syBtem of marble
supported by heavy slabs of tile.
Special Machinery Devised.- In the colonnades running wounc
Corthe building there are forty-fou- r
inthian columns of Fox Island granite,
fifty feet high and over five feet In
ellameter. Special machinery had to
1e designed to quarry these huge
"masses of stone. Marbles of various
liues, iron grill work, and bronze are1
used in different rooms, staircases and
corridors.
Sculptured groups of heroic proportions are placed at the several entrances. On the Battery side stand
"America" and "Europe;" "Asia" and
"Africa" guard the State and Whitehall enrauces. These groups are the
work of Daniel Chester French, and
represent an outlay by the government, of $j4.00o for the sculptor's services alone. Twelve figures carved
from Maine sranite rest up'n the
cornice of the sixth story. These represent the great maritime nations ol
the past, and are the work of St.
Elwell and other famous sculptors. The mammoth group over the
main entrance typifying the nation, is
t)y Carl Bitter.
In some ways not even the finest oi
the government buildings at Washington can compare with the New York
custom house. Architects prophesy
that long after many of the Washing
ton buildings have crumbled or burned
up the custom house will stand as a
monument to the Indestructibility ot
steel structure, de
the
veloped In perfection too late to be
well represented among the older government buildings of the nation.
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ACIDS AND GOAL TAR
IN OYSTER COCKTAIL
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Jack Sheridan found the undertaking business a deader proposition than
he had expected; that's why he has
decided to return to the Indicator.

y

suits Just purchased. Gray and cardinal are the colors, the gray predominating. The caps will be gray with
a red band, and the hose will be red,
with gray stripes running around.
Cardinal stripes will adorn the seams
of the trousers. The 'Varsity chaps
have1 picked out as their victims the
coming season the following teams!
Santa Fe Indian school, Albuquerque
high school, the Farmers of Las Cru-ce- s
and the Albuquerque
Indian
school.

Charley Kunz says that he has an
offer to go to Cleburne, Texas, for the
coming season, but home looks pretty
good to him. Kunz threw his Pittsburg, Kan., offer down flat.

Hushey Jennings Is putting the Cor
baseball squad through Its preliminary training exercises. He will
0
return to Baltimore In three weeks
Terry McOovern got out his elope
to begin whipping the Orioles Into book the other day and as he idly
shape.
turned the pages rea-- the following
reasons why he should defeat Battling
O
A New York newspaper says George Nelson:
"It took nineteen rounds for
Cohan, the actor, is trying to buy the Nelson to beat Eddio Hanlon: I did It
Providence ball team because he was a year ago In four rounds. Hcrrera
born In that town. Cohan was lorn fiught Nelson twenty rounds and
In Providence, but he Is trying to tor came out good and strong; I knocked
get It; and Providence lsn' boasting Herrera out in five rounds. Eieldle
of being his natal city.
Laniry beat Nelson In six rounds; 1
knocked Eddie out in five. It took
O
Danny Hoffman, the Philadelphia Nelson three rounds to dispose of Art
Athletics' center fielder, who was suc- Slmms; 1 did it In three- minutes.
ceeded by Lord last year, Is sill under Young Corbett beat me twice and Nel
Philadelphia contract, though several son defeated Corbett twice that's the
P"od offers have been made for him. only piece of dope that makes him
There Is some doubt in Philadelphia look bettar, but Corbett was a corker
wnemer lvora win come up to His last when he beat nie and on the slide
season promises, and Hoffman will be when Nelson beat him. I can stand
hold as a measure of precaution.
as much punishment as Nelson can,
o
and I can hit a great deal harder than
Contract Junipers will receive no Jlmmie Britt."
leniency from the national commission
hereafter.
For the first time since
Itching Piles.
187G the commission has laid down
If you are acquainted with anyone
the law and enforced It to the letter. who is troubled with this distressing
Contract Jumpers are entitled to no ailment, you can do him no greater
A man who
consideration.
wilfully favor than to tell him to try Chamviolates his written obligations should berlain's Salve. It gives instant relief
be treated as an "outlaw." The sta- This salve also cures sore nipples
bility of baseball depends upon both tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents
parties to the agreement fulfilling For sale by all druggists.
their conract to the letter.
Tom O'liourke's Tuxedo club is hav COURTEOUS REPLY OF A GENTLEMAN.
Ing a liard Ime of it. O'Rourke spent
A gentleman with toddy spots on
his money freely, erected a fine dull
house near Philadelphia and within an his cheeks and a whisky smell in his
hour and a half of New York. He haxl dental orifice says we print lies, and
the authorlies "fixed" until a Jealous that the News is not fit to enter his
promoter got busy and started a back- huose. We came to the same conclufire that spurred the officials Into ac sion aliout him. Sequachee (Tenn.)
tlvity. About the time a fight pro News.
moter gets things shaped up f3r legitiThe Yellow Fever Germ
mate lioxlng bouts along comes the
envious knocker with a club and ham has recentl)
been discovered. It
mers the game to death. Promoters boars a close resemblance to the mahave about as much sense as the aver- laria germ. To freo the system from
fighter, and fighters have to have disaso germs, the most effective
S
keepers under the pseudonym of man remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
agers.
GuaraititcNl to cure all diseases due to
malaria tmlson nnd constipation. 25c
O
With the crack of the ball on the at all druggists.
bat, the V. N. M. hase ball team will
be on the eliam.nd
with their new
Try a Citizen want ad.
nol
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A little salicylic acid, a little
' benzoic acid, a little coal tar, m
S some pumpkin mush and some 4
'
oysters.
A A A
A
A A A A A .t
.f
This Is thf rpnlnrt frf til a Ir I n ntm.
ter coctails according to the men who
bottle these delectable appetizers for
the market.
A chemical annlysis by the food inspectors of this city discovered the
other day this choice combination of
ingredients, and the cocktail's popularity has suddenly decreased.
Walle the' city chemist does not
a-

PINKERTONS

J

;;

consider salicylic or benzoic acid
poisonous, yet both are Injurious.
They are used by manufacturers as
preservatives,'
That is all well and
good so long as the food to be preserved Is outside of one's stomach.
Unfortunately for the consumer ol
",,re8"v
'j111",8" the avids con
"nue t?e,rJ
lonB after tho food
has passed into the stomach. So the
food Inspectors have raised a protest.
Again pumpkins are cheaper than
tomatoes, so a catsup made of stewed
i pumpkins
and colored an appetizing
red by the use of coal tar is the means
reHflrtrtil in fur tlit carina f
by the manufacturers of cocktails.
!

AFTER

WOMEN,

ALLEGED MURDERER

DON'T
SPEAK UNKINDLY

Gau-tlen-

OF THE
BIG REWARD

OF IDAHO
FOR

L.

J.

SIMP-KIN-

Circiiln
bsve 'eeT!
in
Albuquerque, owi ot which wsi mail-e'- d
to this office, from the IMnirton
National IX'te'ctive Agency, offering
a reward of $l,0(iu for the arrest or
nuul malum lettunifi
to me ai resi oi
i
,i. snnpKins, -- anas J. Simmons,
as the circulars state, who is wanted
by tho Pinkerton people in connection with the murder of
Frank J. Steunenberg of Idaho. The
circulars say the reward will be paid
by Governor Frank R. Gooding of the
state of Idaho.
Simpkins is alleged by the Pinker-ton- s
to be the most Important member ef the "inner circle" of the Western Federation of Miners, and they
claim that he was responsible for
many crimes which they are trying to
lay at the door of the federation.
Simpkins' description is given as fol-

TO REDUCE ACREAGE
OF TOBACCO CULTURE.
Durham, N. C, Feb. 23. The annual
meeting of he North Carolina Farmers
Protective association opened here today with a lame attendance from all
parts of the state. This meeting proia-Lseto be unusually important, as an
"ff:rt will be made to induce the
growers of the state to agree
Jipon some plan by which the acreage
of tobacco in the state can be held
tiown so as to make the crop more
I'rofllable to the planters.

s

lows:
Age. 40 years;

j

I

Beatrice Fairfax, In one of her good
advice articles, makes tne. following
plea to women, through tlie Jxjs Angeles Examiner:
Did you ever try to go a whole
week without speaking unkindly of
anybody? It Jsn t n.n ea.-- jui., i as- sure you
It's pstor.ithiliL' I iie n liHT ot unip-a- .l
py ii'ue t.iiugs wo txy
tde anie
without actually meaning to be uu- kind.
Mest of us are too critical in our
attitude toward others.
We criticise people for lolug certain things, and-hal- f
the time, were
we in their place, we would tlo exactly the same or worse.
You never can tell what you would
do until you are tried.
The next time you find yourself'
criticising any one-- , just stop and con
sider what you would nave done
yourself iu like circumstances.
You might uot cut such a credit-abl- o
figure as you imagine.
Try and take a generous view tf
other people's actions.
Or, if you can't bring yourself to
think kindiy al least uy and control
your tongue and is ay noiliint;
i Know three young women
who
have lived together foi some years,
At first all went smoothly,

-

-2

d;
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tee-th-

LITTLE FELLOWS TO
BATTLE NEXT MONTH
fTWV

5J

TitLe ON1

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small HoldlnK Claim No. 58.)
Department of the Interior, Unlt4
States Land Office, Santa re, N. II,

January

N. M.

Any person who desire to proteet
against the allowance ot eald proof;
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regniatlooe
of the interior department why sue
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and offer evidence In rebuttal of that

-

NOTICE

24, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make taal
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (17
Stats., 470), and that aald proof will
be made before the United Stato
court commissioner at AlbuqnenjtM,
N.
on March 10, 1906, Tit.:
Beatrix Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. H
C. No. 686, in lot 1, ec. SS. T. 7
R. 2 E. and sec. Jl, TV 7 N , R. 1 S,
and lot t, ec. 86, T. 7. N R. 2 E.
She names the following wttneaee
to prove her actual, continuous, adverse possession of said tract for
twenty year next preceding the survey cf the township, Tit.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M.;
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N.
E8tanIelao Otero, of El Cerro, N. It.;
Amada Otero de Sedlllo. ot El Cerro,

above-mention-

FOR PUBLICATION.

cross-ea-aml-

(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
uary 30, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that tne i
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
March 6, 1906, viz.:
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, for the
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
southwest quarter of section 19, township 9 north, range 3 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation ot said land, viz.:
Gregorlo Apodaca y Candelarla, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco
Orlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto,
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
querque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

submitted hy claimant.

MANUEL. R, OTERO,

Regtater.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
Department of the Interior, United
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
.

January

29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given

that the
claimant has tiled notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim nnder
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470), and that aald proof wUI
be made before the United State
follo-

wing-named

court

commissioner

at Albuquerque,

N. M., on March 9, 1906, vis.:
Placido Salazar y Otero, for the S.
H. C. No. G98, for lot 1, section 25
and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24.
25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township

north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
(Homestead Entry No. 8087.)
years next preceding the survey of
Department of the Interior, Land Of the township, viz.:
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
uary 30, 1906.
Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
hereby
given
Notice la
that the fol Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque.
lowing named settler has filed notice N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, ot
of lils Intention to make final proof In'peralta, N. M
support of his claim, and tnat said
Any person who desires to protest
proof will he made before the probate against the allowance of said proof, or
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on who knows of any substantial reason
March 6, 1906, viz.:
under the laws and regulations of the
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo Interior department why such proof
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, 6 should not be allowed, will be given
and 7, of section 1, township 8 north, an opportunity at the above mentionrange 2 east.
e
ed time and place to
He names the following witnesses the witnesses of said claimant, and to
to prove his continuous residence offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: mltted by claimant.
James R. Bingham, John W. Bar-net- t,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Manuel Lopez and Ell A. Can-trel- l,
Register.
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
HEAVEN REVEALED,
Register.
By Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No. 1283 pp., 54x7 Inches; large type;
209 WeBt Railroad
avenue. Is prefine cloth.)
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, For a limited period this book la offered at trade rates, 50 cent, with
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
9 cents postage for mailing.
gives massage treatment and manicur- '
LUN 1 fc.NTS.
Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
The Origin of Angels The Essen-ski- n
of complexion cream builds up the
and Improves the complexion, "al Nature of Heaven Character of
Angels Testimony of Scripture
and is guaranteed not to be injuri-- .
otis. She also prepares a hair tonic The Sure Way to Heaven Practical
that cures and prevents dandruff and Tendency of This Disclosure
r:
falling out; restores life to dead vironment In Heaven, and What
removes, moles, wart
and su-- termines It Societies In Heaven A
World
)he
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, alleav,'n
Are Earthly Relationships contin
freckle cure and pimple euro and pileare ued In Heaven? Meeting and Recogcure. All of these preparations
purely vegetable compounds. Have nition of Friends In the Hereafter
just added a vibrator machine for Personal Appearance of the Angels
Rejuvenescence and Growth In Heavtreatment of senlp, face, and cure of en
Houses and Homes In Heaven
wrinkles. It is also used f r rheumaGarments iu Heaven Children In
tism, pains and massage.
Heaven Sex and Marriage in Heaven Work In
Heaven Thre Tore
MERCHANT TAILORING
Heavens and How Related Eternal
Progress In Heaven Consociation of
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST Angels With Men.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMAddress,
BINI, PROPRIETOH.
THE NUNC LICET PRESS.
42 West Coulter Street,
My mercnant tailoring siiop Is upPhiladelphia. Pa.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave1
nue, where
solicit the patronage of
Subscribe for Tlu Citizen and X'-- t
the public All work guaranteed first the news.
I
class, as have bad fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made r
(
WILLING HELPERS.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
What's
use
the
of a helper, if r
repaired. The specific I use will not
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
an ample mantle which will al- also cleaned and walking skirts made
most cover all the sins of serv- to order. (Jive me a trial.
ice. But a classified advertise- O. BAMBINI.
t nient in The Evening Citizen Is a
POUND SALE.
willing helper that Is not only
'
absolutely competent, but alBO is '
One black hog, weight about eighty
a willing worker. It works all
pounds; will be gold at auction at the
the time for yon. It Is the best S
city hall Klidav morning at h) o'clock il and most economical publicity In
THOMAS MeMILLIN.
9 the world.
s
Marshal.
7

o

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
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PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Department of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs, Washington, D. C., February
5, 1906.
Sealed proposals, endorsed
"Proposals for Barn, Zunl School, New
Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will be received at the
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m.,
March 20, 190G, for furnishing end delivering the materials aid labor necessary to construct and complete a
stone bant at the Zunl Indian school.
New Mexico, In strict accordance with
plans and ppeclflcatlons and Instructions to bidders, which may be examined at this office, the offices of The
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improvement Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.;
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.;
News, Chicago, 111.;
Construction
Builders & Traders' Exchange
at
At. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.;
the Northwestern' Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. 8.
Indian Warehouses at 119Wooter
street, New York City, 206 South
Canal street, Chicago, 111., (i02 South
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23
Washington street, San Francisco,
Cal., and at the school. For further
Information, apply to Douglas B.
Graham, superintendent,
Zunl, New
Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting Commlssloner.

cross-examin-

height. 5 feet, 8
or U inches; weight, lSn pounds;
build, heavy, thick chested, slightly
blue eyes, with a
oi'ciued cast, snitty glance, very pc- culiar look; large teeth, prominent
SOUTH PACIFIC FLEET IS
;
upper front
dark hair; mows- OFF FOR TARGET PRACTICE. tache, dark and tawnv: mav lie
Th.-vm in th. tm u
iTiuliinllv th.-Coronado, Cal., Feb. 23. The South: smooth faced; medium complexion. o,' talking about each other.
Pacific squadron under tho command When last seen wore dark gray coat,
When two were together they
if Rear Admiral Goodrich, and
gray trousers of cheap appearance; would criticise the absent one.
ot tlie flagship Chicago, the black fedora hat with high crown and
The friendship was :n danger of a
raiser Boston, the torpedo lioat.s large brim; long. Mack overcoat; terious split.
n
Vny. the 11 inceton, the Paul Jones white
collar; medium col- Finally, one ihiv, they ha tla frank
tie. Is member et Uk a()uut tho sanation, and agreej
nml the Marble-heasailed this morn- ored
ing I r Magdalena bay for their an the executive committee of the West- - that nothing disagreeable should ever
target
practice.
iH. sald or the e:ne- who happened to:
nuul
While the ern Federation of Miners.
The above description is quoted lit - jie abbcrt.
squadron was in this harbor tne offl
s.nce then things Imw gone merry
cers and men were received with the erally from the Pinkerton circulars.
n.
greatest
and scores oi Simpkins. so it Is understood, is quite jus a marriage bell, for all three have,
in
camps
well
of
known
coal
the
word.
arranged
ilieiv
ions
were
Kent
in their
tsocial f unit
northern New Mexico, at Trinidad,
l.i:e is too short to waste k in
honor.
and some say at Gallup, but it is not saying unkind tilings about your
believed that he is In New Mexico. neighbor.
COXING FOR HEAVY
circulars are sent out from the
It is marly all a matter of habit.
WEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP. The
Spokane offices of the Pingerton
You get into the way of making
Cal.,
23.
Angeles,
Feb.
The
Iah
agency. The agency claims that they spiu-fu- l
realizing
without
i
boxing mat' ti for the world's heavy- have all tho alleged members of the how much remarks
harm it does you.
weight championship between Marvin
- given
"Inner circle" excepting
t hid bind
moreto
Women
are
Hart and Tommy Burns will come Simpkins. and the size of the reward of thing than men.
tiff this evening before the Pacific indicates, their anxietv to ge thold of
Now that there seems no
It is a fault that caii ! cure 1. All
Athletic club. Several hundred sport.' him.
It ne'eds U perseverance.
of a hitch In the fi,;ht ar:
country
iiere
are
the
fr.m all par:-- ot
Just try the scheme of refraining rangements between i;.i;t!ing Nelson
i.euing 1.1
foto witness th- - bout ana
a
COMING
week.
critici?.m
EVENTS
from
unkind
U,tVi nw... urn '
wi
iieavy anions u:i-iEvery time you fm.J yourself in- - ur.il Terry McGjvem the finht fans
aid to be in P"0'' condition for a fas!
center their int. res- on the com-yudined to ay suiuethin unkind shut ;'ill
February 24 Mme. Modjeska.
lag set-t- o
and furious ftgln.
your lips tij.1 l.t and riT.em'.er
bftw.en r'e- clever little
February L'ti White Feather.
fei!owa In PhiladillU'ia
n March 14.
now.
it
March
Kerry
from
Gerry.
t
H. Ritter lei't last night for Altoona.
"e laue- has none mt , (raining near
Try it for a week, anyway.
24
March
Eikry's
Royal
Italian can't hurt you and It may do j ou u Nw York and "Terrible Terry" has
Pa., where he goes to receive treatjll,s also e.stabll.stie.; his training
ment f.r an eye trouble from which band.
world of good.
31
March
Charles
Hanford Com-anhe has been a Sufferer for some time
.loan era in Gotham. While the odds
Shakspearian
Plays.
in
For coins, coughs, bronchitis an al! In lhn hotting should favor NeUon.
past.
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup, the friends ol McGoveru seem coii-o- f
A Citizen want ad will get the bust-nas1). J. Grunt was a passenger north
Eucalyptus. 50 cents a bottle at fident that he has at least an even
Try
one.
Ruppe's.
lt.iar.ee to wre-s-t
ihis morning on the early train.
the Mghtwe'Ight
.

4

$100 to $150 per Lot. $10 Down, $4 per
Month. Call Early to get First Choice.

ADDITION-HIGHLAND-

et

A

4

unsold.
These Lots face on Sixth Street and are
beauties. Price for the two only $325.
$20 down, balance $10 per month.
Call today or you may be too late.

EASTERN

Weight

Practice-Hea- vy

4

Only two Lots at original plat prices remain

A

FIREPROOF

4

THurr

Hew Giramit Tiractt

20 Lots, 50x142 Feet, Each in
Block Q. R. K. and L.

A

Completion.

4

GRAND, CUE AN UP.vSALE

A

Uncle Sam's Costly Toa! I iousc
Has Almost Reached

I"

AO

ty

.

championship from the conqueror of
Jiiiiti.v

lint'.

to be iu fine shape when
the fiubt beLT Ds." sivs Terry, "and I
do li'-- t . x; e in leave any stone un- turne.i t tii mteii in the t
B.ittlliiK Nelson Is a
sibie con.
gr.vt 1U! ter, and I know tho man
l
m. asure will have to
who Ml.'
do a I"' of il.;ir:iig. I hope to be
tile lilll.J itidiv i'iual. '
"My li: ims may re.--t assured that
siiili I. r 'uri. . I a winner," says
I
Neloon.
ain in perfect condition,
is a good fighter, but
McGowrn
have uot ii "on him, all right."
I

:

U-s-

pos-i'io-

n.

I
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Business Manager

"Good thoughts are no better than good dreams, unless they be executed;" "You cannot, possibly substitute
theory
It is interesting to
the good will of weak souls for a genuine love of rightt
Rovern-niml
of
It
that functions
ot our fioyernment.
eousness anil secure a result which will be at ull satisbe divided Into three almost Iiulepndettt de- factory;" "Hell Is paved with good
resolutions" these
partments the executive, legislative and judicial. This and a hundred more moral maxims might be
iiioted to
worked
Idea at the time it was adopted, had never been
show that the man who has rooJ Intentions but is unable
out in practice, but was a thixiry originated by a French to withstand the Importunities of tncrupulo.s
friend, or
century

People Don't constitutional
Rule
consider 1he

on

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1906.

Mrs. Frank H. Fillmore of West Sliver avenue entertained a few friends
After the re
nt dinner laot e vening.
past the guests wire entertained at
fi

a2

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

A good concert and ball will be held
at the Colombo hall Tuesday evening.
February "7. this being the annual
event of the C. Colombo Benevolent

socleiv. A eomniit'e" Is arouni today
philosopher. 'After the practical experience of a
business associates, i no better as a public man than selling tickets and they are meeting
government
md a quarter we find our three divisions of
the one who Is dishonest of his own Initiative. The re- with great success. All our merchants
ball and
In something of a tangle. It is the president who lake sults produced by both classes are the same. Downright, sluuld buy a ticket to this for
beneare
proceeds
concert,
as
the
more
and
4t
become
has
legislation,
and
he Initiative in
uncompromising honesty soothes the soul of the one who ficial purposes. Tickets, $1; ladies
more the function of congress to obstruct legislation. If possesses It and is a valuable asset In the bargain, con tree.
nvthinir rots bv congress, such as an income tax law, ttisldered purely from a selfish point of view.
"It is easy in the world to live nfter the world's
The lecture of Dr. Robert
must run the gauntlet of the president's veto, and If it opinion; it is easy in solitude to live after our own: but
which occurred last night at
si
power
the
remains
ill
there
of
exercise
survives that
the great man Is he, who, in the midst of the crowd, the First Methodist Episcopal church,
judicial branch of the government, where U may be keeps with perfect sweetness the Independence of soli- was listened to by one of the largest
audiences which has yet crowded
finally suppressed. In fact, the whole system is shown tude."
Into this spacious church building.
carry-thaHonesty of purpose and force of character to
Every available seat was occupied,
to be, much better adapted for not doing than it is for
purpose Into effect make a strong combination, the and extra
chairs provided. The subdoing.
owner of which will lo able to sell whatever ability he. ject was "The Sunny Side of Soldier
Pnlably the greatest mistake in the American
possess in the highest market. The original ability with Life," and. while Mr. Mclutyre is
which, if our forefathers had lived, they would which we come Into the world may be cultivated and considered one of the most eloquent
In the country, it has been
liave corrected long ago, is that there is no practical form improved, and made more effective by tempreance and orators
expressed, today, by a number who
genius
are
qualities
of
diligence,
the
but
masterful
the
cif appealing to the great national parliament, the people.
spoiled
supplied by God, or nature, and cannot, be reproduced by attended that the gentleman
the true effect of his lecture by his
The people have no adequate menns to control their own cultivation or training of any sort whatever. Even the ranting,
carrying this to extremes, in
representatives after they have elected them. In Eng- genius would be a better genius had he the will and certain word illustrations of the war
to follow the path of righteousness.
land, France, Italy and other countries, the prime minand particularly in his graphic picA genius Is only one In many millions of men. Most turing of the horrors
the dying,
ister, whose functions resemble those of our president,
A wounded and dead in trenches at
looking
mighty
dollars.
us
of
are
mortals
for
small
not
when he finds that his congress, or parliament, will
reputation for houesty will Incrense the selling price of lookout Mountain and Mission Ridge.
pass the measures he believes the people want, has the our services. Therefore, "Honesty is the best 'policy." Nevertheless, he was accorded markand the lecture apprepower to appeal to the country over the heads of the Hut he who is honest, merely because honesty is the ed attention, only
by the old soldiers
ciated,
not
elecbest policy. Is not an honest man. However, It Is better and their wives, present,
congress. Ho does this by issuing a call for a new
but by all
to
all.
the
be
reason
at
Get
not
honest
than
for
conthat
own
The lecturer
others, in attendance.
tion, sending the congressmen back to their
It. in a pure spirit.
never
and
habit
market
The,
cultivate
by J. G. Onrdwell, the
was
stituencies to find out what the people really want. If has lieen glutted, and never will be. You will have more post Introduced
commander of the O. K. Warren
back
to
send
certain
are
people
popular,
measure
is
money,
post.
the
more genuine pleasure and Just as nnichun In
0
m. majority
in favor of the measure, and there is then life, and death will be easier.
Lodge No. 570, Brotherhood of Rail
Every reader to whom this is an insult, is assured it
no further possibility of defeating it. If congress is to be
way 'i'i a.n.nen, gave their annual ball
was not Intended for him.
i
saved, some form of national Initiative and referendum
and '.ia.icii"t last evening at the Elks'
ball room. About 20 guests were
must be established by an amendment to the constitu000X50XXXXXXXX)00XXXC0XD0
present to "trip the light fantastic,"
tion. In other words, the people must control their own
and on the opening of the ball with
representatives,
the grand march at 9 o'clock over 100
couples were In line. The music was
;
The present question of rate legislation has been beexcellent, being the best obtainable,
defeated
been
years.
has
It
congress
dozen
a
for
fore
From New York Herald.
and it was in the wee sma' hours before "Home, Sweet Home" was played.
again and again through influences which people have
During the evening the following
OOOCKOOaCK0CK
reason to believe are corrupt. These influences were
menu was served by Henry Goetz ol
parrot
elected
Holts,
American,
who
house,
an
a
the
established
Martin
of
stronger in the senate, as members
Zelger Cafe:
the
years
ago,
met
near Victoria. Mexico, a few
has
Oysters
every two years, are closer to the people. Our senate ranch
with wonderful success and has accumulated a fortune
or Stewed
a
Fried
being
in
lords,
of
English
house
compares with the
in the business. It Is probably the only parrot ranch in Dill Pickles
Celery
tody which, by reason of being safe from hasty popular the world. It is certainly the only one in Mexico.
Cold Roast Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Holts was employed for several years as a passenger
Cold Polled Ham
disapproval, is able to serve as a check upon the enPotato Salad
on the old Monterey & Mexican Gulf railroad.
conductor
popular
move
the
of
action
thusiasm or iuconsldered
Dessert
His division was between Victoria and the port of Tam-picconstitution,
British
congress.
the
under
Yet,
branch of
Vanilla Ice Cream
on the gulf coast, through the heart of the parrot
Coffee
Cake
the house of lords can only veto a popular measure once. country. He was always Interested in the bright colored
The following committees had the
Under the supposedly more popular American constitu- birds, and while running as conductor collected many of affair. In charge and the excellency of
and taught them to speak English. There were their work was attested by the many
tion the senate may veto a popular measure a hundred them
many tourists traveling up an down his line, and he did compliments
conservative
more
body
showered upon them by
a
times. That we should have
a good sized business by sidling the birds to Americans those present, for the manner in which
special
to
submissive
more
and
of
lords
house
than the
and others.
all programs were carried out:
The thought then occured to Holts that he might
Arrangement committees W. C. Ma
interests must be amazing to every American who gives
make more money by retiring from railroad work and de- son, B. F. Pettibone, F, E. Hungate.
the subject thought.
Reception committee G. E. Wilson,
raising parrots. He followed this plan
In England, the procedure Is this: The house ot voting his time tolitrge
W. J. Joy, ,T. Stewart, T. Bangs, C. E.
purchased
Victoria,
a
near
forest
tract
and
land
of
. j
a
,mmo"H- " nnn,A oTr.at rtnttnlat tMSIU n.'lSSl'.- . which was teemin? with wild parrots. He fitted up the Miller, G. W. Y'ocura.
Phllipps,
D.
Floor
committee
,n a HniqU( way
measure, eay a home rule bill for Ireland; the house u
wiro netting was placed around
A. Keith, C. Gobs, 'W. Taylords gets the measure ana Kins it. u i" mt-- 11 l"v Und-ove- r
the tree3 and the birds were confined therein prompter;
lor, V. S. Hope.
power of the prime minister, wno is uie servant
lie "lias had the greatest success In raising the birds
of commons, to get a great national referendum.
Washington
It is in tenching the parrots to talk that Holts has
The fourth annual
He can dissolve the commons and call a new election made a unique success. He is a linguist, speaking Eng- birthday banquet given at the Univer
within thirty days. Supposing he again gets a majority lish, Spanish, Flench and German, fluently. Ho divided sity of New Mexico last evening by
the students and faculty, to which all
for this particular measure, it is again passed and again his flock of several thousand birds into four classes
sent to the house of lords. The house of lords has one for each language. He then took a few birds from resident and visiting alumni were In
already killed this measure once, but after a popular each class and set to work to teach them to talk. At the vlted, was one of the mcst sumptuous
successful entertainments in the
referendum of this kind It offers no further obstruction. end of a' few months' Holts hn,d taught a number of birds and
'Varsity history, A
of the
It ia the theory of government in England that when
English, Spanish, German and French, and the educated banquet was the table leature
arrangements.
polls
the people have twice endorsed a measure ul thepower,
birds were placed In their respective sections.
Each class, the faculty and alumni had
it is a sign that they desire it, and there ia no
It was Holts' theory that by doing this the educated separate tables, each class giving their
even that of the house of lords or or the king, which can birds would teach their companions to talk.. His hopes own class yells, songs and speeches.
obstruct it. In theory, the complexion of our senate can were realized to the fullest extent. He says that at the The faculty and alumni tables were
gradually be changed until it is in accord with the de- end of the first rear he had several hundred educated decorated with the college colors and
the class tables displayed the class
sires of the country; in practice, however, the senators parrots.
n
or venal legislatures and are,
re elected by
Holts believes that the standard of intelligence of colors as follows: Seniors red and
Juniors purple and gold;
in the majority of instances, men who really represent parrots can be greatly increased by proper attention to black;
pink and green, aim
some railway or other trust, and are sent to the senate, breeding them. In his collection, which now numbers bophc.mores
Freshmen orange and green, makin.;
not to carry out the will of the people, but to oppose It.
seemingly
thousand,
ho
saw
which
several
are
several
effect. Professor Rupert
The American people have seen the senate amend possessed of reasoning powers. These educated birds aF. beautiful
Asplund acted as general
regulation
sugar
kill
rate
trust;
the
in
of
favor
tariff bills
have been taugbt to carry on a conversation with each
and the following toasts were
bills in interest of the railroad trust; prevent fair play other. This conversation, in which each bird knows his responded to by the different stu
to our island possessions for the sake of the tobacco and part thoroughly, covers nearly thirty minutes of time.
dents: "Our Nation." Miss Parsons,
other trusts; refuse parcels post at the command of the
"The Father of Our Nation," Miss
express trust; and still we have no way to tell the senate
Nivcn, '117; "Our Territory," Miss HugHBolhemntian
get t, 'nt'.; "Our
Ralph
President,
speedily and emphatically, of our disapproval. In other
As a result the people of Socorro and Socoro county Tascher, '09; "Our Classes," C. L.
words, we are in the nonsensical position of having obstructed our own national progress by the creation ot feel that the future of the new colony which Is to form Hortun, 'l9; "The Preps.," Hugh
'(lit; "Our School," Lawrence
a body which will neither do what the country wants nor an Integral pan of that community, will prosper for re-nil Bryan,
Ilfeld, '0(1. After class and university
let anybody else do what the country wants. We believe time. Mr. Klrchiuan being the general manager, will
yells
been given the guests sang
that the decay of congress forms the greatest problem be- side in Socorro. As he expressed it. he expests "to get "AlmahadMater"
and the banquet was
fore the American people today .and that the remedy busy and keep busy."
over.
The idea of locating a permanent Immigration and
lies in amending congress and not In ending it. We
Washington's birthday, the ladies ol
think, further, it can only le restored to Its original pur- purchasing agent in Chicago, is considered good and
pose by constitutional amendments which will subject it makes a departure in this sort of an organization. In the Lew Wallace chapter, Daughters
to direct popular control at any rale, so far as the house this manner, tho-- who wish to come to the southwest of tht" Revolution, gave a reception to
their friends at the beautiful home
is concerned; and In regard lo the senate, by permitting will find that by writing a letter stating what they want, of
Mrs. Joseph Mayo, 1411 Railroad
it to kill a popular measure only once, and not after they can have all arrangements made for them without avenue.
The affair was one of the
the expense of taking a trip through the country before most notable
there has been a referendum of the nation.
on the social calendar
locating.
of Aibuquerque. Between 75 and loo
Experience has shown that
Philadelphia Enquirer:
Robert I., l'itte, who is in charge of the financial gmsis were entertained by the daughthe present law for the exclusion of undesirable imm- part of the colon.", is a Chicago banker and real estutt ters in beautiful costumes. To Mrs.
igrants is not sufficiently stringent to be properly ef- dealer, who Is said to stand high in business circles in Kay's excellent taste and skill, as
fective.
It annually permits the admission into the the Windy City. He is prominent among Hohemian chairman of the decorating commit,
United States of thousands of persons whose room is Americans ami lias the confidence of all. President F. .1. tee, assisted by Mrs. Mayo anil
were due the beautifully decorpreferable to their company, and as the country is rap- Sistek Is u member of the Pllsen Brewing company, with
with flags, bunting and
idly filling up, what land Is left for settlement should be headquarters in Chicago, and his enthusiasm regarding ated rooms 'cherry-trees.
The red.
reserved for persons who may be expected to become the future of the "Sunshine Territory" marks him as u diminuitive
white and blue of the color scheme,
useful and law abiding citizens, if we had the right kind probable resident of New Mexico. The Socorro members being
by the colored
law, there would be no trouble i" of the organization are too well known to need greater lights accentuated
of
on the electroliers. The memory
good
endorsements
the Chinese, as all who are not fitted to become
of the lather ofliis country was hon
Max Kir liiiian. whose brain it was that first con
American citizens would be impartially and comprelieii-dvel- y
red by the giving of (Utility souvenirs
excluded. That would leave the Chinese without eeived the Idea of the unique organization, is a man ot in the form of hatchets to the many
any cause for complaint, and to that complexion we good business qualifications, well fitted, mentally, mor guests. The feature of the occasion
ally and phvMcallv for the nositlon be holds. He was was the charming and quaintly dressmust come at last.
born in lloheniiti mid received his education in the city ed young girls in costumes, powdered
,. (.f,m, il( the I'nited States while yet a hair and beauty patches, who looked
New Mexican: "The idea of Kcudiuii: all 'lie city of Vienna.
public nchxl superintendents of New .Mexico to the next young man, in lsTl, where he settled with his parents in like beautiful pictures just stepped
meeting of the National Educational Association Is Philadelphia. Later he went to Chicago and engaged In from their frames as they gracefully
presided at the coffee urns in the dinspreading rapidly. Such a step would r. suit in much the manufacture of candy, which was then a very profit ing
and dispens. d b e . ream in
I.as Vegas Optic." able undertaking Seven years after arriving iivAincrica led. nxun
Kood to the schools of the territory.
and blue with cake to the
white
If so, he married Miss Kmina Hardtmayer.
Do you mean at the expense of the taxpayers?
Four sons and a admiring guests. The table was tastea
sending
the
opinion
New
that
Mexican
is
wendied
of
daughter
the
the
born to this union. Mrs. Klrehman
fully draped In festoons of hunting
county school superintendents would do much greater number of years ago.
and with the soft flutter of the dainty
Mr. Klrehman was in business in Chicago for many red. white and blue ribbon streamers
Rood. New Mexico ia not weak in the public schools ot
its Incorporate! towns and cities, but it is certainly not years and then became strongly Identified with the ad from tlie young ladles' shoulders to-tiler wiln the exquisite lace of theii
attrong in its country schools. There the necessity for vaiicemeiit of the niaitv Bohemians residing in that city.
lent a harmony of color and
progress and reform is much nunc iuiiortaut.
There an- nor a hundred thousand of these and they gowns
grace to the whole effect that will long
support four daily newspapers and several weeklies, pub be
room was
Notwithstanding restrictions abroad, packing house llsbed in the liohemiaii language. Alsillt two years ago, in remembered. The dining
charge of Mrs. Ira 1). Ca.siddy as
products were able to increase their exports, during ;", Mr. Kircliman retired from active business, but kept in chairman
of the refreshment commitly 20 mt cent. The only items which failed to equal touch with bis maiiv fellow countrymen, writing for - tee, ably assisted
by Mesdanies Moth
those of 1904 were fresh pork and tallow. I'ork products hemiau newspapers and becoming prominent In working and Itodey. The young ladies wl.o
so
show 4he largest increase In value, that of bird jumping for the welfare and comfort of the Itohemlan population charmingly presided and to whom the
cone
daughters
from $44,304.C:'8 in l!)u4 to $j4,)sM,74x In I mt.'.. anil ot of Chicago.
a
their
year
ago,
commenced
extend
sincere thanks
Aliout a
he
were Misses Krnia Kergusson. Beatrice
The value of spondeni e with the Bureau of Immigration of this tend
urud pork from 153,984,203 to $;, 4
Rodey,
1
Ada Camptield.
was J3 percent larger tiny. Pamphlets, l.ulletins and other printed matter, de Sleiuht. Helen
oleo oil and oleomargarine in
Mable Sirong and Sue lkil.son.
The
than
and 12 per cent larger than in r.m.'i.
scribing the conditions, resources and industries of the Lew
chapter
of
the Daughters
territory were supplied him bv the bureau. He was fav of tit.Wallace
American Revolution
lapidly
Ijts Vegas Optic: The kidnaping of Robert llmiui-Ka- u orubly Impressed and made u trip to Santa Fe. I'pon Increasing
(u membership
under its
of Iteming and the holding of him tor ransom, is an consults; ion with tlii- secretary of the bureau, ho went tliei.ni management
and this, ihe
outrage that will, unquestionably, be thoroughly investi-Kte- d to the Socorro vallev to make a personal and thorough daughters' first reception,
in miin. ry
by New Mexico officers. Such crimes are relics of inspection of conditions there, and if favorable to start of the father of his country, will
long
he re
old wooly days that have forever gone, and such remind- a Hohemian colon v at or near the town of Socorro.
inhered by the many friends
who enjoyed their hospitality.
ers of the past should be at cu end.
New Mexican.

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles
A Flfle Given Away With Every Boy's Sait.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

American in Mexico
Has a Parrot Ranch
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Win. CHAPLIN
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

o:
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shoes.
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o:

best shoeslbutit stands
equally for honest advertising.

o,

x-x-x

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

nn

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN
xvv-STEAM

v

CARPET

THORNTON Th
Cleans everything.

CLEANING

Cleaner

Ha la

t

it

ing and shipping, unpacking and Y
setting up, and is no upstart at V
the business. There is novoth- or Just Thorntorv Both 'photos. 0
737 South V a Iter Street.
4
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THE

NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

YORK

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

FAIR

a

ARMIJO, Prop.

PURE

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

Third Street.

121 N.

Cas-sidy-

-

g

-

1

1

.

i .",

-

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the Unite.? States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address. W. L. Trimble ft
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N, M., or J.
U. BLOCK. Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Ilu'i West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

Novelty

WorKs

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, ana
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

BALLING.

( Successor

Proprietor.

to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
For colds. coukIih, brouchlt.is and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
60 cents a bottle at
of Eucalyptus.
Huppe'a.
Try a Citizen want ad.

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale Liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Gt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 1U South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

15.

BRTGGS fc COMPANY
PROP'S. ALVARADO P1IAKMACV
Gold

IT.

lrst St. and

Are.

MISSION

Both Phones.

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER
Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks, Hall Trce, Library and rurlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets aud Rockers.

The McBrian Furniture Go.
V

ALHUQUEKOUK EVENING CITIZEN

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1906.

Read the First News of What Has Happened Today in
day's Evening Citizen. It is the Best.

SOLDIERS BEING
RUSHED ABROAD
Coming Through Albuquerque in Large Numbers-Ch- ina
the Destination.

HABEAS CORPUS WRIT
A.

UNCLE SAM GETS READY FOR WAR

Koixms have been almost daily
published In The Evening Citizen,
relative to the serious condition of
affairs in China, and the possibility
f an early outbreak of war lu the
Empire. Residents of Albuquerque are belnj; privileged to
nee with their own even the rush of
United States troops to Asiatic
waters, as they have begun passing
throufih the Puke City.
Yesterday companies C and 1) of
the Eighth Infantry, from the Columbus, Ohio, barracks, passed through
the city on a special train, Ixiund
Today
for the Philippine Islands.
several more companies of the same
regiment were rushed on to San
Francisco, and the Third I'nlted
States cavalry will follow close on
the Eighth's heels.
These soldiers are Instructed to relieve the Twelth Infantry and the
Fourth Cavalry. This does not Infer
that the "to be relieved" garrisons
are coming home, but rather, conclusively indicates that the United
States is preparing on nn elaborate
scale to pour its soldiers and sailors
trouble
into China the moment
breaks out and Its Interests there
are endangered.
One of tiie company C soldiers informed a reporter from The Evening
Citizen that the greatest of activity
prevails at all fortresses and recruiting barracks. All avnllable men
are being enlisted, familiarized with
military tactics as quickly aa possible, and assigned to companies
drafted for Manila.
Another wearer of the blue, who
I) ut recently was connected with
a
fortress In New York harbor, states
that the same activity prevails in
the naval yards. Recruiting is going
hastily
on rapidly and ships
prepared for sea, it being the apparent purpose to spare as many of
the ships connected with home fleets
as possible.
"Who Is to command you in case
foreigners are attacked in China and
you are ordered to land there?" The
Citizen reporter asked one of the
soldiers while the special was at the
depot. "We have been given to understand that Major General John
C. Weston will be at our head. I
served with him during the war with
Spain, and I do not think there Is a
more popular officer in the army,"
was, the response. The same soldier
stated that the boys were hungry
for battle. Inasmuch as it would
greatly Telieve the monotony such as
barrack life produces. "I don't think
there 4s a fellow in the crowd," he
said. "but. what Is just crazy to land
on the Chinese shores and to start
firing."
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Arrangements for the second annual declamation contest of the University of New Mexico have Just
been completed. The event, which
promises to eclipse all previous attempts in this line, is to be held in
Elks' Opera House, Tuesday evening
next.
The program Is as follows:
"Man Without a Country," J. It.
Taseher;
"The
Cook,"
Beatrice
Sleight; "Spartacus
to the Gladiators," W. R. Allen; "The Unknown
Speaker," Allan F. Keller;
"His
Mother's Sermon." Isabella O. Niv-en"A Railway Matinee," E. M. Albright; "Courtship, Fair and Square,"
Helen Bearrup; "Nothin' to Say,"
and "Jean Jones." C. M. Horton;
"How Tom Sawyer Whitewashed the
Fence," May Owen.
It will be observed that all of the
above subjects are extracts from the
works of popular writers, and are
sure to please in every respect.
The Judges will be Professors A.
B. Stroup, Rev. E. E. Crawford and
E. I. Washburn. They will award a
first and second prize. The first
ENJOYED HOSPITALITY
prize is offered by Dr. ,T. A. Henry
OF CITY OF LAS VEGAS and the second by S. E. Newcomer.
During the evening the Lyric Male
Quartette will render several selecGuvernor Herbert J. Hagerman, tions. Several other pleasing musical
who went to Las Vegas, Wednesday, selections have been arranged for.
accompanied by several citizens from
the Capital City, was the guest of
honor at a reception and ball given PRAYED FOR HOURS
by the Commercial Club of the
OVER WIFE'S BODY
Meadow City. Those who accompanied the governor were Territorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds and Mrs. BELIEVER IN FAITH HEALING
Raynolds, Judge Krank W. Parker,
THOUGHT APPEALS TO HEAVEN
who was in Santa Fe on legal busiWOULD
TO
RESTORE
LIFE
ness, and Mrs. Parker. Adjutant. GenCORPSE.
eral A. P. Tarkington and Attorney
A Trinidad,
Colo., dispatch, dated
Robert C. Gortner.
The reception was held in the Las Fel. 21. says:
Vegas Commercial CJttb rooms and
"I want to be left alone to commune
began at 8:30 o'clock. V good musical with God. I cannot give up ruy wife
ptogram was rendered by local talent yet and I do not care to discuss anyduring the early part of the evening, thing concerning her with riivoiji."
and several hundred guests paid their
These were t lie enly words that. F.
respecls to the governor. Shortly W. Blair uttered to his friends as he
after 9 o'clock all adjourned to the sat by the side of his wi'e's dead body,
bull room, where dancing
was In when they would try to prevail upon
order. The dance music was furn- him to send for an t.ndertakcr and
ished by Symphony Orchestra of Las have the bo
prepare t for burlr.i.
Vega. The club rooms were hand- Mrs. Blair died nt 9 o'clock yesterday
somely decorated and the affair was morning from pneumon'a and from
considered the most brilliant ever that time until 9 o'clock this morning
Riven in tint city by the club. Prethe husband refused to .ikc; cr tat.
vious to the reception Governor Hag- He prayed continually.
erman was n,.fcrtained at dinner by a
It develops that Blair is a. believer
a.
number of his friends at the
Simpsonite
in what is known as
Later be was entertained at religion of faith heeling,theand expected
dinner by Cnief Justice William J. to restore his wife to life again bv
Mills and Mrs. Mills.
prayer. He has resided here for eight-teeyears, and la well known. When
APPLICANT FOR FISH
It became "known that his wife was
dead, a number of friends went to his
AND GAME WARDEN home. To all of them he refused to
send for an undertaker, and requesteu
Word conies from Santa Fo to the that they leave him alone. Not until
effect that Hugh H. Harris, the news this morning, when he was so weak
editor of the New Mexican, Is an Ap- that he could not continue the payer-plicant for the position of territorial longer, did he give up and send for an
fish and game wardeu, vice Page B. undertaker to prepare "he body for
Otero, whom rumor has it, will soon burial.
There are a small group of Simpson- present his resignation to Governor
Hagerman.
It is understood Mr. lte believers In Trlti'dan, and tiiey
Harris has made a study of fish and have always looked on Blair as their
game, and it is believed he can fill leader, he being highly educated ami
the office, if appointed, acceptably a man of firm convictions, ile was
and to the Interests of the territory. engaged in the real cs'at" business
as wen as the preservation of game here, and Is quite wealthy.
and the enforcement or the laws. The
gentleman has been a resident of the
Liked His Job.
territory over a year, but in that
In Washington, not long ago, Antime has made himself quite familiar drew Carnegie was In conversation
with a large section of the territory. with a friend, when reference was
made to the servant "problem," says
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Harper's Weekly. Mr. Carnegie men
tioned the fact that in many Scottish
Ail members of Company G, Nafamilies the old man servant Is sometional Guards, are requested to be at thing of an institution. Such a serthe armory tonight at 7:30 o'clock, vant usually enters the employ of a
sharp, to participate In drill duty. Hy particular family when he Is a boy,
order of Captain Uuppe.
adheres faithfully to his place for a
Joseph W. Van Cleave, trustee oi long time and resigns only when the
Ithe First Christian church of Albu- infirmities of years crowd upon him.
As Illustrating the sturdy Independquerque, has filed a warranty deed
with the prolate court clerk transfer- ence of the Scottish servant, Mr. Carnegie
told the following:
ring to the church 94 feet of lots ,1
"A certain lady in the north of
and 11', block 9, Huninsr Highland adScotland had inher employ a crusty
dition. Consideration $1.
servitor, long in the "service of
Frank H. Strong, member of the old
family,
gave her no end '
her
firm of O. W. Strong's Sons, has re- annoyance bywho
an Imperious disregard
turned to the city after a stay of about of her instructions.
At length, the
five weeks at a noted hospital and situation becoming unbearable,
the
sanitarium
at
Wlnnetha, Illinois, mistress determined to see what efwhere lie received treatment for a fect dismissal would have upon the
badly disordered stomach. He returns, refractory servifnt. Accordingly, she
s he says, a well man and can now summoned him and said:
relish a big, juicy beef steak.
"Really, I can stand this no longer.
Or. T. H. Dabney, who left a short You must seek another place. At the
time ago for a trip through the Pecos end of the month you leave my servalley, has returned to the city. He vice."
"At these words an expression of
reports Hoswell, Artesia and other
towns Improving wonderfully ami grim amusement spread over the
gaining rapidly In population. He says countenance of the svrvant, but Uncharacteristic 'loyalty' asserted itself.
the valley, from at least seventy-fivmiles, Is alive with artesian wells, ami you" "Na, na, my lady,' said he. I drove
to the kirk to be baptised. I drove
farming lands, with water, sell at 1"0
an acre. The doctor says he will, ii you to your marriage, and I'll stay to
you to your funeral. '"
tlie future, make Albuquerque
his drive
winter .residence, but during the sum
COMING EVENTS
nitr months he and family will spend
their time in the mountains.
February 24 Mme. Modjeska.
February 2ii White Feather.
CURTAIN WILL RISE
March ! Kerry from (krry.
March
24 Ellery's
Royal Italian
AT 8:30 (FCL0CK P. M.

HANGS ON MONDAY
END OF CONLEY REPRIEVE WILL
TERMINATE ON THAT DAY
LAW GOVERNING

CASE.

John Conley will be handed on Monday the 20th of this month unless
something unforseeu happens, as forecast In The Evening Citizen yesterday
afternoon.
The reprieve of the condemned man
granted by Governor Hagennan on
Friday the ltith day of February will
carry the execution date until that
time. Yesterday afternoon The Citizen quoted the following law on the
subject:
"In computing time the first day
shall be excluded and the last includ
ed, unless the last falls on Sunday, in
which case the time prescribed shall
be extended so as to include the whole
of the following Monday."
This clearly indicates that the expiration of the ten days in Governor
Hagernian's reprieve would fall on
Monday, but in addition the statute also specifies that if the last day hau
come on Sunday the time would have
been extended to Monday, ipso facto.
The const rueti.m of the statute
above quoted, therefore, means that
the sheriff of Taos county, under his
oath of office, will perform the duty ol
executing the sentence of the court in
the Conley case and under the reprieve granted by Governor Hagerman
on Monday, the 2tith instant, four days
hence. There is no indication at this
time that Governor Hagerman will
again Interfere in the case.

ARIZONA CONVERT TO

JOINT STATEHOOD
Isaac Ilarth, a rising young attorney of St. Johns, Ariz., is in the
city, visiting Ambrosio Candelaria
and other friends in the New Mexico
met ropolis. Ijist year Mr. ISarth attended the Indiana law school at Indianapolis, and he worked
hard
among the national yaw makers of
the Hoosier state against joint statehood for New Mexco and Arizona,
believing that the two territories
should lie made a state each. On his
return from Indiana, -- ami seeing the
drift of affairs, he has bncome converted, and Is now advocating jointure as strong as he- opposed it Lack
He represents the St.
in Indiana.
Johns sect km of Arizona strongly in
favor of one big state, and he believes that I he Joint statehood I, ill
will yet become a law before
the
congress
present
adjourns.
Mr.
Ilarth will return west tomorrow
night.
POLICE

4

COURT

Will llardman. colored, was convicted of vagrancy in police court
this morning and sentenced to serve
It is alten days on the streets.
leged that Hardnian sleeps almost
nightly in saloons and has no visible
means of supKrt.
Joe Granger was picked up off the
street, last night, where he bad
fallen, badly intoxicated, and went to
sleep. He pleaded guilty In court,
this morning. The sentence of Judge
or five days.
Crawford was
Jesus Candelaii.i pleaded guilty to
being intoxicated and committing a
nuisance on the public streets, and
was fined $5.
ASK YOUR GROCER
BEST," VERY
NOLDS
PATENT FLOUK.
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Manager Mat son
authorizes
The Evening Citizen to state that
the curtain for the first act at the
M "djeska performance tomorrow
night will rise promptly at S:3U
o'clock, and he requests that all
patrons be In their seats, if pos- sible, before that time. No one
will h, seated who arrive at the
opera hour alter that time, until
the conclusion of the first act.
The Modjeska company will ar- rive in the city from Iis Vegas
on a special train tomorrow (.it- urday) morning, and will be hero
until Sunday morning whei the
company will take the regular
pa.ssengcr train K'.lng north for
Colorado Springs.
I Hin t forget
set your cloc ks
and watches so they will give
correct time and be at the opera
house tomorrow night a few mln- lite before 8:30 o'clock, at whic'i
time the curtain will rise
4 4 4 4 4
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want ad will get the
one.

8:30

to

Albert Faber

$2
$3

SHARP.

Seats on sale at. Matson's Monday,
February 19, at 8 o'clock, for subscribers only.
Sale opens for the public on February 21.

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Tour under the direction of
MR. JULES MURRY.

We arry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direc
currents.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

HOUSE WIRING

THf

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR
FRESH VEGETABLES. OUR STOCK
CONTAINS EVERYTHING THAT IS
POSSIBLE TO GET AT THIS TIME
OF THE YEAR.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Good Things to Eat.
DANCE!

DANCE!

Southwestern

WML"

Electric &
IOH.-P-

The hands do

Diamond ear ring. Return to
Albuquerque Cash grocery Co. Good
reward.

I
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Hardware
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
... iiinnmniwmnitiiiHt

Rio
$200.

CAULIFLOWER
CELERY
FRESH PEAS
LETTUCE
GREEN CHILLI
FRESH ASPARAGUS
RADISHES
FRESH PINEAPPLE
FRESH COCOANUT
NAVAL ORANGES

GRAPE FRUIT
APPLES, FANCY
BANANAS

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Good Things to Eat.
'
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i 2 0 West Railroad Avenoe

La

V.

Wines,' Brandies, Etc.

-

D

"

M. M.

Finest Whiskies

SAMPLE AND

01

CLUB ROOMS

$

O

Cflffltilll

9

I.'
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TAKE A TRIP TO HAPPYLAND
on a box of WHITE LILY cigars. It's
a cheap trip (faro only J2.00 for flftj;
Rood smokes, paltry Ec for one),
yet the enjoyment is not measured
ly the Insignificant price. But If your
would havo Instant pleasure, buy your
ticket his day you'll bo after othefl
rides day nfter day as long as wa
make such fine cigars as the WHITE
LILY for such small money.

w
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113Ja WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.

mi

Albuquerque.

O

RENTALS

and

w

The St. Elmo

Real Estate

Ranches

--

jt

HAVANA CIGARS
Rich ana Fragrant
Sold by a Dealers

j

X

4
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THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD

MAKING.

Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.

jjj

THE CELEBRATED

J

There is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour Is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. Thobst
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

i'IaF

3PqHf4fe$

WHISKEY
ir

FRANKFORT, KY.

fS

i

West Copper Ave.

X

5

Sole Agent.

A
A

X

199.

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
luwli and enchiladas on the Mexican
no to South Third street, corner
Will
of Silver avenue, No. 215.
be
served inomptly at any hour of the
will
bo from 25c to 30c.
nlslit. I'rices

Sc

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

CATHEDRAL

ALVARADOHOTEL
COMMERCIAL

CLUB

AUSTRIAN

BUILDING.

CHINA

?.ur.ntyrc pnd Crockery
BORRADAILE & CO.,

:!,

M. GRENADINO

2
OLD

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatlo Pbone,

0

.

A

MELINI & EAKIN

House

I

In Bond.

rs .
1
t
Tl
T1 . NTann
ifiHiiHr).
i.n

When you

1

m. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent.
114

Bottled

o

FRESH FOR TOMORROW.

busi-

-

Foundry east tilde of railroad track.

SMOKE

West Copper avenue.

Jlibon of stock in
Oraudo Woolen Mill Co. for
Address Felix, Citizen office.

Machine Works

O

Strong's Sons

0.

o
I.O.ST A
rge green shopping bag.
Return tc Mrs. F. M. Parker. No.

LARGE

Foundry and

ft. $. HALL, Rroprfrtor

q

CLASSIFY

1U)ST

Co.

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;
ShafUin
Pu eys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts
for
Buildings.

1

KOR SALE- -

Albuquerque

dou?h.

DANCE!

FOUND Photo plu. cold frame, picture of lady and child. Owner can
recover same by calling at this
ollice and paying f r this notic e.

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

mmj

v

not touch the

LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND
SECOND
HAND
BICYCLES
FOR
SALE AT HARRY T. JOHNSON'S
BICYCLE STORfc.

'.I

.

216 South Second Street
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

A

TO

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

BREAD
MAKER

At Colombo Hall, tomorrow night.
Come and enjoy yourself. Gentlemen nuc, ladles free.

TOO LATE

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

SALE.

$3000 OF STOCK IN RIO GRANDE
WOOLEN MILL CO., FOR $200. ADDRESS FELIX, CITIZEN OFFICE.

bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream bul'ds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not 10 be injuri
ous. She also prepare', a hair tonic
that cures and prevepis dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a faco powder, a
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations
are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face, and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumatism, pains and massage.

a t,iuicu
ness Try

RISES AT

CURTAIN

AND

Mrs. llaniblni, at her parlors, No
2"9 West Railroad avenue. Is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,

4

$1

UNDERTAKERS

e

Charles llaiil'ord
Shakspearian I'lays.

Price
Box Seat

STRONG BLOCK.
Superintendent Roncovierl of the
San Francisco public schools, Thomas
J. Kirk of Sacramento, superintendent
of the schools of California, and chair
man or tno department of schoid administration of the National Educational association; Morris K. Dalloy
president of the California State NorSuperintendents
Fairvlew
and
mal school at San Jose; ,f. W.
II
SantaBarbaraCemeter.es.
superintendent of schools a
Oakland, passed through the city yes
MONUMENTS
I
terday en route to Umlsvllle, Ky., to
attend the department of superintend I 201 211 N. Second St.. Both Phones.
ence of the National Educational asso
elation, which opens in the southern
city on Tuesday, February 27. The OOCXDOOCCOOCOC)00000000000
delegates at Iiiisville, will be extended an invitation to be present at
Wootton & Myer,
the meyting of the NaMonal Educational association to be held in San Francisco, July
next.

i
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The Latest Designs and Colorings.

"LADY MACBETH.

-

s;

March

RUGS AND CARPETS

New

Cas-ten.id-

MURDERER CONLEY

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

to

In

KILUXG

Captain John T- Fnllerton of the
Mexico Mounted Police, was in
the city, this morning, cn route to
Santa Fe. to head off, if possible, the
sensational story, emanating from the
capital, that Sergeant
territorial
Robert W. Lewis had been shot anil
killed by cattle rustlers. The captain
also denied that he was In Santa Fe,
or even saw a correspondent, from
which any one could base such sensational stuff. The article he alluded
to came down In the columns of the
New Mexican last night, aud reads as
follows:
"Sergeant R. W. Lewis of the New
Mexico Mounted Police, has in all
probability been murdered by cattle
rustlers. Nearly two months ago,
Sergeant Iwls started for the republic of Mexico, in pursuit of Howard Cheneworth, an escaped prisoner
from the Silver City Jail. The sergeant had received Information which
led him to believe that Chenoworth
had gone in that direction. While
en route he met a party consisting of
Tour rangers from Texas, who were
in pursuit of cattle rustlers.
Lewis
Joined their parly. Captain John F.
Fnllerton then heard nothing of him
for a month. The Texas officers returned some time ago from Mexico,
but Sergeant lwls kept, up the pursuit. It Is believed, alone. A few
weeks after he had started on the
journey, one of his children was severely burned, and later died from
the effects of the injuries. Captain
Fnllerton sent out telegrams broad-ea- st
in an effort to find Lewis, but
without success.
He has been absent for so long that It Is feared that
he has been killed. Captain Fullerton
said that the sergeant would hardly
havo remained absent for such a
length of time without reporting by
letter or telegram."
"And I see," said the captain, as
he was enjoying a big stak at St urge's European, this morning, just before taking the No. 10 passenger
train for Santa Fe, "that the morning Journal, without Investigating the
truth of the killing, rehashes the
New Mexican article, and makes
appear as a special dispatch. Ser-it
geant Lewis is as alive as any live
man in Albuquerque. I got. a letter
from him, dated Moctezunia, Sonora.
Mexico, and he was and is enpoylng
the very best of health.
Not one
line, except where it states that a
child of Lewis died from burns, is
correct.
Such sensational
stories
cause a great deal of uneasiness, not
only to the wife of the officer, who Is
away on duty, but to his many
friends, and I hope The Evening Citizen wil tWny the story In as strong
language as possible."

U
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A. C. Emory, wh i was committed to
jail from police court a few months
ago by Judge Crawford, will now make
an effort toward being released on ha-- (
beas corpus proceedings.
Attorney lllckcy is now engaged In
looking Into the case, securing what
evidence there Is and also the names
of the witnesses, preparatory to bringing the matter before District .fudge
AbUitt.
Emory was arrested on complaint ol
one Ferdinand Bowen, who alleged
that Emory robbed him while In a lm
room. Assistant Chief Kennedy made
the arrest.
In police court Emory waived examination and in default of bail was committed to Jail to await the action of
the grand Jury.
At the time of Emory's arrest it is
stated that a son of the defendant approached one of the policemen and
Informed him that Emory had stolen
his kit of tools. The son did not, however, file a formal complaint.

Testimonial

JUST RECEIVED

Mme. Helena

Emory Has Engaged List of Those to Participate, Capt. Fnllerton, of the MountWith Subjects-Na- mes
ed Police, Vigorously
Attorney to Present Case
of the Judges.
Denies Story.
to District Judge.
HEARING

FEB.

SATURDAY,

C.

WAIVED POLICE COURT

PACE FIVE.

0

xfl1"?.'

117 Gold Avenue

"I made $350 on that Eric." calrf
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

ant something In the

Furnishing Line
Go To

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

Chas. L. Keppeler
323 South Second St.
HiK'het price paid for household
goods. New and second hand goods
lxuiRlit and sold. I'honoS: Store
Red i'2; Ho isu E'ack 2G3.

RANKIN

&

CO.

REAL ESTATE
LOANS

FIRE INSURANCE.
Automatlo phone

51.

Room 10, N. T. Annljo Building.

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

ooo

.
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18

N. T. Armljo Building.
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A BATTLE ROYAL

RESOURCES

Economy Way

ARE USUALLY UNDERESTIMATED
"Commercial

Clubs

Not Exaggerate

Do

CALIFORNIA

Says

Historian George B. Anderson, in
interesting Interview.
George P. Anders-n- . who during the
Vast year has hecn engaged In compiling data- for (lie forthcoming History
of New Mexico, lias returned to A-

You do notsacrlflce com-

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist

SB

farm, and give It a market value ol
from four to five times that sum with-

three or four years, after turning
the soil for the first time, an easy explanation of the rapidly increasing demand for land and the consequent
doubling and tripling of Its market
price is found.
"By the way, the new town of
Just off the El Paso South- western railroad In Otero county, is
growing like a mushroom.
It now
contains a little less than 1,000 inhabitants, and at a little distance looks
almost as much like a lumber yard as
a thriving town. The Iiouscr are all
new, of course, and generally ttnpaint
ed. Hut they are substantially built
and the paint will come soon. Think
of bringing water In iron pipes from
mountains, between
the Sacramento
twenty and twenty-fivmiles distant,
for placer mining! That is what the
principal mining company down there
is doing now. The placer field Is big
enough to make that town a good
to
business center for generations

ALL THE WA

in

lbuquerque after about seven months
continuous travel through the territory. In an Interview with a representative of The Evening Citizen today. Mr. Anderson expressed himself
irreailv surnrlsed at
o. it.rhi.
he Industrial and eommerrial status
of the territ ry generally.
"For some time," said he "I had
heen prt pared for an unspoken critirecism of published exaggerations
garding the natural resources of and
opportunities offered ly the various
You
communities of the territory.
know that the rule is that about, nine
out of evtry ton local promotion and
publicity associations in the country,
especially throughout the west, are
prone to more or less gross exaggeration regarding the conditions in their
Immediate localities, hoping in this
way to stimulate immigration and the
Investment, of capital. This has been come.
true of Califjrnia, Washington and
"Thousands of dollars are also beother western states for years. The ing Invested in development work in
result has been that, in thousands of the mining districts of the Organ
instances men of means who have mountains. A number of mining men
1een attracted to certain localities by with whom I have talked prophesy a
the fascinating lierature spread broad- brilliant future for that district. Siland Imprudent very City
cast by
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homes
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gusted with these
many experts. The ores taken from
phanous attempts to bring about re- the Santa Hltas are becoming richer
newed exemplifications of the
richer, and Just, across the river
The Consumer: Where do I Come In?
adage regarding "the fool and and
In the Mimbres valley, a great garden
his money.' To the everlasting credit is beginning
to bloom.
of these local publicity and promo
"All In all, the outlook for great
tion associations in most of the towns prosperity in New Mexico appears
of New Mexico, however, I am glad
brilliant. The one thing needful
to say that so far as my personal ob- money for development, 19 pouring
servation enables me to speak, such Into the territory at an "unparalleled
reprehensible tactics do not appear to rate. The people are beginning to
have leen employed. The people gen appreciate the fact that exaggeration
eraliv seem to feel that enougii may (usually unconscious, through the en-be said that is true, without resorting thusiasm accompanying successful exexaggeration.
or
to falsehood
ploitation. Is not necessary to attract
"The attitude of the exceedingly en capital, and In the end does not. pay.
l
of
club
Commercial
terprising
There is enough to be said that Is
furnishes a ood illustration ol true, without resorting to the use ot REMARKABLE
IN
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ot
policy
adopting
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the wisdom of
alluring
too
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FOR
AIR
statements."
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PNEUMONIA SIGHT TO MAKE
New Mexico. J. A. Graham, the sec
THE OLD MEDICAL
SCHCOL
Tetary of that club, who has had ARM GARTERS THE LATEST
years of experience as an advertising
GASP AT THE PRESBYTERIAN
the
expert, in discussing this question
HOSPITAL IN NEW YORK.
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other day, stated that the organlza
garters.
were
And
they
arm
like
evtion at Roswell not only avoided
garters.
New York, Feb. 23. A new and reerything that looked like exaggeraThe universal short sleeve ellow
tion In the nrenaration of Us book sleeves nnd shorter demands the uni markable system of treating pneulets and other literature descriptive versal long glove. But, alas, all arms monia is In daily use at the Presof the resources of the Pecos valley, are not built for them. They will not byterian hospital
in this city,
but on the other hand, for some time always stay up.
It is a sight to make an adherent
tad made It a rule slightly to undergar
cases
And
like
arm
for
this
the
estimate the possibilities of the coun- ter is devised. Only it is so pretty 0 the old school of medicine gap
try, in the belief that by so doing too that every woman wants onet whether to witness a bevy of wneumonia- -full truth, when disclosed to newcom she needs It or not.
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The upper one shown in the cut babies, lying In beds on the roof of
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Is the simplest form. It is made of
Pethe
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J "1 E ..... J ' sttMt- a f
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rate, and at prices that are double and
J
last
obtained
frequently triple those
7.Cf I
year. The work that Is being done
there by the federal government
through its reclamation service, Is atA
tracting capital from all sections. B.
M. Hall, the supervising engineer,
7
.j-at Carlsbad, and W. M.
PNEUMONIA PATIENTS ON HOSPITAL, ROOF.
Read, the engineer In charge of the
w:rk on the Klo Hondo project a few
respond to nature's treatment more ness to gather from cook stoves or
miles southwest of Roswell, are push
quickly than to any medical science. radiators, use thick, hot poultices,
ing the undertakings under their
The rules tjiey adopted included and, as u finishing touch, give coal
charge as rapidly as possible. The
these:
tar antipyretics. That will most cerpeople of Carlsbad are a trifle sus-The patient's feet must be kept tainly produce death.picioUB in regard to the attitude of
warm, hot water bottles lieing used
"A boy came to tile hospital delir
the government. Like the Missourlan,
when necessary. The body must be ious from pneumonia on the left side.
they intend to be 'shown.' They take
well wrapped in blankets. The bead For nine days his temperature ran
nothing for granted. The moment the
may bo entirely exposed, but must be from 104 to 105. His respiration was
first shovelful of earth is turned they
bo turned so that a breeze will strike as high as 50 and irregular.
Nvill believe the government means to
the side of the face. Cool, i fresh
"He was placed in a bed' between
carry out Its promises to reconstruct
water. In small quantities, may lie two open windows. He had no extra
the Irrigation system destroyed by the
pafrequently administered to the
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floods in Octobtr, 1904. But in the
tient. There must be frequent cold were free. Ho was allowed to tear
'
n't'
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baths. Easily digested fluid food
Nothing seems to be doing toward
be given.
to the air when this seemed to compreparation for the full benefits that
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visited fort him. This boy was filled with
When this roof cure
will follow the government work. As
A LITTLE CONVALESCENT,
there were a dozen babies under the poison.
soon as actual work on the new dam
treatment.
"The fresh air streamed into his
The nurses said that all
the hospital, their little
is begun, things will begin to boom LONG GLOVES AND
ACCESSORIES
faces exposed to zero breezes, would recover. Of scores of cases face and he was given plenty of cold
in that section of the Pecos valley.
other convalescent children treated only one child has died, and water. His blood stream was cooled,
"In the Rio Grande valley in and pompadour ribbon, the color of trie and
was hopeless when he reached the nnd diluted, and its toxic material
and covered with frills ol playing In snow banks with the he
about Las Cruces, the proposal ol costume,
hospital.
was drained off. Cool baths soothed
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A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUFOR
QUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00

Ask Santa Fe Agent

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

Slight extra charge for berth,
free.
ROADBED

DUSTLESS

Seat In chair car

HARVEY

MEALS

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System

over-zealou- s

old-tim-

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

time-honore- d

STRICKEN BABIES CURED
ON

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

.efcJ

ill

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
J
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
S. B. GRIMSHAW.
Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A, L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Olty Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

fever-blister-

0
0

..

DENVER

V.it

If i

Gen. Pass. Agent.

SNOW DEEP ROOF:

Ros-wel-

:

R. STILES

V.

General Agent.

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
'Scenic Line of the World' '
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fa to Dsnver, Puablo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Donvar and PuoMo with
all lines east and west. Tim aa quick
and ratea as low aa by other lines.
DINING
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURI8T CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

ed

Mod-jeiiki-

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

On all through

For Illustrated advertlelng
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. f., Santa Fe, New Mex.
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RAILROAD TIME TABLE

No. 42C.
3:00

am

4:35 a m
7 : 30 a m

12:51pm

Stations.

No. 425.

11:05 p
9:40 p
7:00 p
Espanola
1:26 p
Santa l e Ar. 3:30 p

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

11:00 a m Lv
3 :00 p m
Harranca
4:02 p m
Servllleta
p
4:32 in
Tres Piedras
0:43 p in
Antonito
p
8:30 m
Alamosa
2:11 p in
Embudo

ll:3t

m

ra

rn
m
m
p m

10:29 pm
10:00p m
8:10 p m

C:4i)am

12:26 p m

12, 1305.)

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Kxpress, arrives 7:55
a. in., departs 8:25 a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:0! a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City E- press, arrives 6:15 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. rn., departs 7:30 a. m.
Weitbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3,' California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. ni., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 10:45 p. ni., departs 11:59.
No. 9. Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12: IS
p. in.

Local freight train. No. 99. southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carTrains stop at Embudo for dinner,
ries passengers.
where good meals are served.
Arrives From 6outh.
Connections.
50
No. 10. Mexico Express, arrives
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertot
a. m.
and intermediate points.
No. 10 makes all local stops east of
At Alamosa, for Denver, Puehlo and
Albuquerque.
intermediate points, via either the No. 1 runs direct to Loe Angeles.
standard gauge Use via La veta Past No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, mak- No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
ing the entire trip in daylight and
San Francisco.
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL AH trains dally.
GORGE.
Also for aJl points oa the
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Creed branch.
The St. Loula Cardinals tried three
Traveling Freight
A. 3. BARNEY,
different managers last season. One
and Passenger Axent.
change of owners might have proven
8. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A.,
more advantageous.
Denver, Colo.
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ton cake, Washington sausage. Wash
Ington custard, Washington cigars and
Washington
that
you stand up to the bur and drink?

G. M. Smith, one cf Hit' auditors for FANK
In tiie city
an in
from Las Vegas last night

DOLAN FALLS
DOWN A DISUSED SHAFT.
Frank DoJan had a narrow escape
from death by fulling into an old dis-

the Harvey system, arrived
epection trip.

Navajo Tom, the picturesque "Poor
who adorns a portion of the local
Harvey curio room, has returned from
a visit to his old home among his
tribesmen on the Navajo Indian reservation, and Is once more attracting
the attention of the festive tourist.
James B. Duffy, city passenger agent
for the Santa Fe In San Francisco, and
well known to a number of Albtiquer
queans, having been connected with
the general offices Tiere In 1897, arrived in the city last night and spent
the day here shaking hands with old
friends, returning to Frisco this
evening.
The new tie and timber treating
plant of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe Railroad company at Somervllle.
Texas, Is practically completed, and
will soon be In operation, with a capacity of 10,0M) ties a day. Includ
ing the materials and the yards for
the storage, the plant cost more than
11,000,000, and is the largest of its
kind in the world.
Fred H. Mudge, who has charge of

the engineering corps superintending
the building of bridges on the Santa
,
Fe
left this morning for
after a few days' sojourn in the
city. Mr. Mudge says that work on
is progressing rapidly, but
the
cut-of-

NEW YORK'S GREATEST IiAUGH-1NIn keeping with their custom of nl
COMEDY SUCCESS.
ways ordering a supply ,f new reme
dies as soon as their value lias been
established, J. H. O'Rielly & Co. have
A
obtained a supply of
a remedy
for stomach troubles that absolutely
cures and restores lost functions of With a Carefully Selected Company
the digestive organs.
INTRODUCING
On the other hand, Mlo na contains
no pepsin, acts directly upon the gasOlio
tric glands, restores the lost functions
of the digestive organs, revives flanAmeriging nutrition, aids In assimilation of
food, and, in fact, si strengthens the
whole digestive system that you can
eat anything at any time without Tear
of Indigestion.
SEE
Weakness, nervousness, sleepless"MOZEI.LE." "Queen of Light"
ness, headaches, backaches, furred
tongue, rmin and distress after eating,
CORA CORELLI
and debility are the result of a weak
European Novelty Artiste
and faulty digestion. Use
and
all these symptoms will be overcome,
THE "2"
and you will have perfect health.
Get a fifty-cen- t
box of
tab- Extraordinary Exponents of Equipoise
lets from J. H. O'Rielly & Co., who
will guarantee to refund the money If
Beautiful Electrical Effects.
does not cure.

An Extra Act:
European and
can Novelties

X'yyr

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. Bath Phones.

used shaft, near the Tuckaho mine,
two miles west of Chloride, last Wednesday night, saye the Kingman Miner. He and partner left town early
in the night for home and when close
to their abode they missed the road
and Do! an fell into an open shnft,
a distance of thirty feet, suffering
the fracture of an urm and leg, besides other bruises. He was taken
from the shaft with great difficulty
and the following day brought to
Kingman. He is now in the hospital
and getting along aa well as could be
expected. Had he been alone It might
have been days Wore any one
would have gone near the old shaft,
as It Is in an unworked part of the
district.

of

HEWITTS

a

Frsth and Sail Meats.
Sausage

Prices - 35, 50 and 75c

Thos. F. K etcher
PAINTS,
OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established la

F. G. PRATT
Bole agents for Casino

... Tonight ...

THE

Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1882

&TCO.

Canned Goods

Jas. Htekin & Co.'s Coffees,
boden'a Granite Floor.

Im

FOUND AT LAST

StaplA and Fancy
Groceries
creamery Dutter

Hlllsboro

Best on

Earth.

Orders Solicited"!
Free Delivery.
214 South Second Street

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We liav
added to our
well equipped launder a machine wfth which w can handle
woolen without shrinking. When we are through with them they
re Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

602 South

tUiUUi)
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"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESST

Mgr.

First Street Both Phones

Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor ot a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment Is
in keeping with their worth. We bate
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote yon
cost any time you ask it. Please ask,

A.D. JOHNSON

General Contractor
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

albuquerqueTarriage

Lead Avenue and First Street.

DIXIE

CO.
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Automatic

Phone

308;
Red 131.

-

d

Colorado
t-

-l

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

a,

GREAT RAILWAY TO TAP

VV

BACK OF P. O.

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

VAL COMPANY

6-BigS-

XHCU

CLARKVILLK PRODUCE CO

Common Cold

Are the Cause of Many
Children 25c
Serious Diseases.
Physicians who have gained a national reputations as analysts of the
cause of various diseases, claim that
If catching cold could be avoided a
long list of dangerous ailments would
never be heard of. Every one knows
that pneumonia and consumption originate from a cold, and chronic catarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and And Every Day and Night This Week
lung troubles are aggravated and rend
ered more serious by each fresh attack. Do not risk your life or take
chances when you have a cold.
CARNIThe Bet Phytic.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy will
When you want a physic that It mild cure It before these diseases
in effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach This remedy contains no opium, raor
and Liver Tablets. price 25 cents. phino or other harmful drug and has
Every box warranted. Get a free sam-an- thirty years of reputaMon back of it,
gentle, easy to take and pleasant C"ir.ed by Its cures un.ler every condl
pie at any Mrug store and try them.
-- WITHtion. For
by ait druggists.

Factory.

Masonic Building. North Third Street

a

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

EMIS KLEINWORT,

a

General Bgtldlng Sapplies

SCREEN DOORS
hows-6

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Wil-lard-

f,

ALASKA'S COPPER REGION

cut-of- f

It will be some time yet before it will

See DANA THOMPSON'S High Dive

Free

be completed sufficiently to allow the
running of trains clear through from
Helen to Texico.
Ben "Williams, chief of the westerrl
department of the Secret- service ol
the Santa Fe, returned to the city
last night from Estancia, where he
went a couple of days ago to look Into
the case of James Ray, alia3 Hills,
the Colorado, Gulf & Santa Fe check
forger, who was captured at that
place on Monday last. Ray waived
fxamination and has been taken to
the Santa Fe county jail to await the
meeting of the grand jury. Mr. Williams says that the Torrance county
authorities refused to turn their prisoner over to him, as they expect to
receive a reward for his capture.
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GENERAL WELLS HERE
ON HIS PERIODICAL!
HE SAYS THE COAST LINES ARE
DOING A BIG BUSINESS. AND DO-- '
ING IT WELL.

Arthur O. Wells; general manager
of the Santa Fo ooast lines, arrived in
Albuquerque iu private tar No. 5, accompanied !y his wife and daughter.
"My visit Is of no special consequence," said Mr. Wells. "I just came
over to see the boys. 1 haven't been
here since November. Wo are doins
a nood business on the coast lines, and
il 'ins ii well.
There is heavy travel
now to Southern California.
"Wo will lie here until Sunday
morning."
Mr
After the above statements,
Wills showed his interest in Albuquerque- by inquiring after the pros
peril y of the town.
WASHINGTON'S

A. Lucero

iht,

fortable.
Like ewythlnc

The Williams

WORLD'S WEALTHIEST
PROMOTERS INTERESTED IN PROJECT
TO

BRING

VAST MINERAL
TRICT WITHIN REACH OF

DIS-

San Francisco, Ca!., Feb. 23. The
biggest millionaires in the country
have batched a scheme to tap the
heart of Alaska for copper.
Such men as J. V. Morgan, the
and the Havemeyers
are
behind the new enterprise. Four hundred miles of steel rail will be luld
from Valdez into tho interior of Al

s

n

BLUE FRONT STORE.
117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

'ijilllf

The Best Place to Eat

STORAGE CO.

Pollock's

and'

J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Gold Ave.

Restaurant
TOT! A OR API

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Uraln and Fuel.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Automatic Telephone, 174.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
REAL,

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

EUTATE
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WE GIVE

You best satisfaction

In

work.
OCXDOCOCXDOOOOCOOCOOOOOOCO

Cerrlliot

a.
Room

u

.

17.

MEXICO.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
0O0000OOOCXXX30OCOC)OO0OO0

. !S.py.Gvrn

7.

& CO.,

NEW

SPRUNG A LEAK?
Turn the stopcock In the cellar,
phone us and w'ell do the rest In very
short order. Our facilities for prompt
attention to plumbing accidents are
such that you will have no occasion
for worry if we are notified without
delay. One order placed with us will
beget more that's why we ask the
one.

Drug Co.

pOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOCJGO

Furniture Crated For Shipment

INSURANCE..

AL.UUQUER.QUE,

Ton Hale hx

EXCHANGE
AND

J. KORDER

:

In thfa

atore.thfMu
wti rn guaranteed
to give entire aat infurtioo.
PrWe, $2XQ

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

aska. Grading has begun on the line
and it is announced that 1,000 men
will be laying track by April 1.
This will be the most important
move ever made in Alaska. Experts
say that It means a greater development of mineral resources than has
ever been seen in the Transvaal or
anywhere else. The country has been
carefully prospected and Its copper
wealth is enormous.
The richest financiers in America
are back of the new line, and the big-st mining experts in the world, John
Hays of Hammond and Henry Bratno-ber- ,
of Piedmont, are interested
in
the new scheme.
The road will open up a country
which has heretofore been Inaccessible to the miner, because the hardships attending its invasion and the
hostility of the Indians prevented development.
In connection with the foregoing it
is interesting to note that application
has been made to congress for a subsidy to build another line almost along
the same route as that chosen by Mor-gitand the Guggenneims.
The Guggenheim and Rockefeller
smelter trust Intends to build on the
bay of San Francisco the biggest copper smelter in the world, and the
trust expects to get the Ereater nart
Of its ore from the nun.- - rnunfrv olw,,.t
to bf opened.

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Chamois Vest

Mndo of chamoit. rfinforcd
with fl nil nel I
aof t and oon

UP TO DATE SIGNS

jurr.Armijo Building.
u. jj. a.

N. T.

Frightfully Burned.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist,
of
Ford City, Pa., had his hand frightfully burned in an electrical furnace
He applied Bucklfn's Arnica Salv
with the usual result, "a quick and
permanent cure." Greatest healer ou
earth for Burns, Wounds, Soree, Ec-- I
zema and Piles.
at all drug,
gists.
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Ammrlemn Block

OOML
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Ton
Per
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COKE

MILL

W.H.Hahn&Co
BOTH 'PHONES
cocococococcococicocicocooa

Colo., Red 284; Auto-

XXXSXXXXTZXXXIXXXXXXXXXXX
LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND

FEED STABLES

mill

Corner Second and Marquette.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

MILL

eKXJOCKXXXXXXJCCOCQXXXXXXlOa

A.

7.

WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at .1. C. Baldrldge's
ysrd.

WOOD

KINDUNfi

&

M.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo, 800 Red.
M
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico. Q
New

DRAGOIE

xx iii i i i xxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
800 North Broadway. Corner or Wash Automatic 'phone, 6s. Office,
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M
West Gold Avenue.

'

mm

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Helen

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

re

Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

FAME

From an Exchange.
There arw 9t towns in the United
States named Washington.
There are Sj' tire companies named
after the great man.
There are over It'.'.'"" meat markets
named in his honor.
There are St steam boats called after tho gi'eat figure in history.
There are 5 mountains, ii) lakes, 4o
springs and 7 rivers that might not
have been named had Washington
never been lorn.
it is estimated that 4,euo children
are named after him owry year, anil
of them are cross-eyethat
and red headed.
There are Washington halls, Washclubs
ington hotels. Washington
Washington
Washington societies,
streets and Waahlngtonlans who sigh
for a chance to save the country ovel
anaJu.
There U WsfcbiJ5t'J" l'i-'- Washing

Frost King

or Frost Queen

Cor. Fourth St. and Gold Ave.

FURNITURE

and you should' look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Carriages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Kep warm and enjoy thoold
day by wearing a porfoct-tiUintailor mad

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT The MIDWAY

v

77

J. C. Hampton, a young man, and
quite Intelligent looking, arrived in
the city last evening on the second
section of No. 1, handcuffed to Detective Berwick, an official of the
Wells-FargKxpress company. Hamp--tois under arrest charged with holding up and robbing the station at
Dome, near Yuma, Ariz., on the Southern Pacific railroad a year ago last
January. Several hundred uollais
were secured. Hampton claims he
was drunk at the time. He is a veteran of the Boer war and is well
well known In' southern Arizona. They
continued south.
SPECIAL TRAIN BRINGS
INJURED MAN TO EL PASO.
Yanlniaster Grambley of the Southern Pacific, at l.ordsburg, N. M., was
brought to Kl Paso on a special train
Wednesday niht suffering from injuries which he sustained in a collision in the yards at that place Wednesday about noon, says the Times.
Grambley was terribly mangled, and
when the seriousness of his condition
was fully realized he was put on a spo
cial train and brought with all speed
to El Paso.
The train left Lordsbuvg at 8:45
o'clock Wednesday night and arrived
in El Paso in exactly 235 minutes. The
distance to Lordsburg is IfiS miles.
The man was Immediately taken to
Hotel Dieu. It is feared that his injuries will result fatally.

Free

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE

I
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Confetti Battles and Fun Galore

r

-

February 26th

Monday

White Feather

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Steam

J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Have a New Rem
edy for Stomach Troublea, That
They Guarantee Will Cure.

In order to make room for our Spring stock
of Draperies we will cut prices in half on all
odd Lace Curtains and Portieres. Some very
pretty patterns, two pair alike.

THIRD STREET

ELKS' THEATRE
One Night Only

PAGE SEVEN.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Z MlVLtn TT
res.aur.nts. etc.
ALL

e2

Belen

1.

lT

,W!!br0S1
T 25,H2, T' 'VI Z Inhabitants;
a

the larfie8t shipping point for

wool,

"d 70 IOOt Btreet'- Wlth alle 20 feet wl(le' with beautlfal ,ake
largest mercantile establishment, in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity.
flour, wheat, wine. bean, and b.y in Centra, New Mexico. It. Importance as a great commerci.l
80

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

?:Sn.rir?

old

-

cuUlv.t,n,;Do s.n

GO OVER

or gravel.

150

ah.d. tree.; pbat .choo! hom.
three hote's

TxIL,tJm

be

estlm.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-c,.-

,,

h.ker, t.Ilor

shop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumh.n. shop.

OUR PRICE8 OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

,l.ala.

mm.

DEEDS.

d

two-third- s

.

TAUXT

or.xvr.n,
rTn-iTTnYi

The
Belen
Town and improvement Comnam
tjf
"
n
rrosiaeniu
WM. M
i

.

RTr.paTr.p

fio,

mi
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EIGHT.

PAGE

IF MA'S QUIT.
prize belni?
beautiful erwn. mirni
I Hiring
leather table cover.
course of the afternoon. l.'ilnty re Everybody works but mothet,
freshments were served In ine piciShe gads around all day;
tlly decorated room?, the decoration
Goes to women's meetings.
consisting chiefly of cut, nowei.
Takes In the matinee.
Father tolls and worries,
The Home M If slim iadles or me
Highland Methodist church will give
He has a good time nit;
Kv rybody works at our house
a social In the church nt R o'clock
DAY AND WEATHER.
Display for
thechurcii
of
But ma she's quit.
this evening. All friends
Generally fair tonight and Saturday and strangers an- cordially invited to
Everybody works at Edgar's
come and get acquainted. No admisThe tun rcer today at :33 aid w'll sion fee will he charged.
They stay home at night.
at
making
5:48,
O.
period
of
sunshine
set
So send us all your "washln' "
At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon
11 hours and 9 minutes.
moon
The
It'll come hack all right.
H. Scott signed u contract to hiiild a
will set this evening at 6:19. She Is onp.Kt.irv
From
We lessen all your worries,
Makers
brick business building at
still so close to the sun as doubtless to urn c h Thlr.l Ktreet. which Is di
And do your clothes to fit.
be obscured by the greater brightness rectly opposite the Myers hotel. The
Send your goods to Edgar's
of the god of day. The day has been building is to be completed by May 1.
If "jo" raa has quit.
bright but somewhat eooter than for The firm of Spencer & W'alllngford are
a week or so past.
DANCEI
DANCE1
DANCE1
the architects.
a contortionist, Sammy Vann Is
As
At Colomlto Hall, tomorrow night.
The Romans named this day "Dies
mornmg in going out
Veneris," day of Venus, their goddess all right. Tillsstreet side door of the Come and enjoy yourself.
Gentle
Second
of
the
of love. The Teutonic races substnu
a men 50c, ladies free.
over
stumbled
Sammy
stcre,
drug
ted for Venus the name of their god box. but by a wonderful contortion act
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
dess of love, Frigga, calling the sixth he flung himself Into the air and came
on
New
day of the week Frigedaez, changed in on both feet, without a scratch to his FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
in
MUSCLE.
$3
English to Friday. It was regarded as figure but a slight Jarring.
the lucky day, but for some reason
passed
which
The soldier train
TICKETS
BOUGHT, SOLO
was selected In more modern times as
carthe day for executing criminals, which through the city this afternoon
AND
EXCHANGED
Eighth
of tne
Spring Knox Hats
somewhat brought the day Into dure ried the third battalion
Spring Douglas Shoes
pute, especially as the Ca'holic, Greek lTnlted States Infantry, which has
Association
Off
lea
on
and Enoliah churches also selected it been ordered from Fort Niagara,
Transactions
near ttie
the day of penance and fasting, be the coast of l.ake OntarioPhilippines.
to
border,
the
Guaranteed
Canadian
on
dav.
this
was
crucified
cause Christ
yesROSENFIELD'S,
118 W. II. R. Ave.
The Mohammedans observe Friday as The first battalion passed through
terday afternoon.
,
their Sunday.
A. II. Laird, the well known and popA bunch of Second Hand .llicyclcs ular assessor of Grant county. Is in
Johnson s Bicycle the city spending the day with friends
for sale, cheap.
Mr.
in the territorial metropolis.
Store.
Herman Switzer, manager of the Laird has been be?k to Kansas City,
Alvarado curio atore, returned last where he submitted 1o a successful
Uhe
operation "for fistulas. He will connight from a business trip west.
says
he
tonight
and
homeward
tinue
A marriage license was yesterday
It returning practically a well man
ssued to Kscolastlea Montoya of So once
more.
corro and Jose M. Paiz of Barelas.
Mrs. Victorlano Chaves, aged 52
Captain W. E. Dame, district court
other
clerk, has gone to Mexico City on n years, died at Los Padlllas the
the cemetery
business trip to he absent about two day and was burledthein mother
of five
at Isleta. She was
weeks.
sons and four daughters, all ot- whom
The Consolidated Iron and Steel are living and married. Henry Met
omnanv has filed notice of an In
He
of Pajarlto. Is a
crease In its capital stock In probate was in
the city this morning ond gave
court.
The Citizen this Item of the death ol
J. O. Creager. the Wand merchant his wife's mother,
CAR JUST UNLOADED.
nome,
eft this morninz on his return
M. W. Flournoy, the banker who re
Westfalien Ham
after laving spent several days In the turned the other day from a business
Ham Sausage
Cothaer Cervalat
1
Seed
No.
Fancy
city on business.
Strictly
Tongue Sausage
and pleasure trip to California, stated
Braun. Leberwurst
Frank S. Simmons, a miner of this this morning that it rained almost
Pork Sausage
Sardellen Cervelat
ac
Colo.,
Stlverton,
city, has Rone to
every day while he was In the Oolrien
Smoked Tongues
Frankfurters
companied by John Rogers, another state, but the low altitude made him
Salami
Goose Breasts
miner from Phoenix, Arizona.
feel good; in fact, put ginger Into his
H. S. Field, district manager for bones and he felt full of ltfe all the
the Holmes Supply company! with time he was absent, and even, sato
headquarters at Isleta, was an Albu Mr. Flournoy, the rain helped to make
We have the agency of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
querque visitor this morning.
the air more Invigorating. He met a
Smoked Meats. These goods are equal, if not better, than those
there
number
of
secretary
Miss Clara Olsen, private
made In the Old Country. If you want the best, Insist on the
to Governor Hagerman, will arrive In are many In southern California who
"USINGER BRAND." Fresh shipments received weekly.
the city tomorrow to lie the guest oi asked about the prosperity ot aidu
Miss Holmquist, the deputy district querque.
Joseph Kirsier, a prominent, cltize-i- ,
clerk.
ol
banker
and cigar manufacturer
manager
Duke
of
Beck,
George
the
Manistee, Mich., accompanied by Mrs.
City Tea and Coffee company, is
a visit, from his nareuts. Hon. Kirstor and daughter, arrived in the
and Mrs. C. C. Beck, who arrived last city asl night to enjoy a week or ten
davs with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kirsttr
night from Chicago,
South Second street. It has been ten
Attorney Frank Ackerman expects of
years since the visitor visited Albu
a
trip
on
evenlDg
tomorrow
to leave
and In short walks around
to Chicago and other cities. Mr. Ack- aueraue. business
sections of the city
onlv
the
the
expects
erman
to be absent from
o
note the. wonderiui
to
surprised
Is
he
territory several days.
substantial Improvements made
and
Water from a ruptured water pipe in those few years. The Evening Citl
Is responsible for a mud puddle which zen office acknowledges a call Irons
BEST."
mars Gold avenue near the front ot Joseph Kirster this morning, being In
the south entrance of E. L. ashburn troduced bv his brother, Frank Kir
& Co s clothing store.
ster.
O
Articles cf Incorporation of the First
James H. Duffy, city passenger
Christian church of this city were yes- agent for the Santa Fe at San Frano
terday filed with the probate clerk. cisco, who was in the city last nigtn'
T1h incorporators are W. A. Williams, and this mornlns meeting many 010
J. W. Van Cleave, G. M. Webster
friends, left for the coast this after
George G. Montgomery, traveling noon on a soldier train. Mr. Duffy was
auditor for (he Santa Fe coast lines. at one time an employe of the Santa
wit ;i headquarters at Los Angeles,
Fe in the local offices. The train whicn
in the city last night from Wins be is accompanying to the coast is
c
Mr. Montgomery formerly re loaded with troops en route to the
low.
sided in Albuquerque.
Orient. Mr. Duffy says that he be
c
J. Thompson Llndsley, who repre lieves that the United States govern'
war
fully
make
to
decided
ment
St
has
c
of
house
sents a wholesale shoe
Louis in the southwest, is in the city with Japan and China, too, if neces
o
some lay be
Port Arthur,, will
today calling on the local merchants. sarv.
W
..
.
a
I
.1..
Mr. Liudsley has been coming to the ine ease or sunnnes ior me i liutu
o
States In Oriental waters.
years
southwest lor twenty-fivCattle-nun'- s
o
The Central New Mexico
This; u the time of the year when
Protective association will hold the weather
sua
often
and
chances
an important meeting in San Marcial denly. You may not need a pair of
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
March 22. It Is expected that many overshoes today, but when you do,
the
growers
of
section
from that
stock
nlease remember that we have a full
country will be in attendance
line of Rubbers for men. women and
The Citizen Publishing company Is Children. C. May's Shoo Store. 314
nrenared to fill nromutlv and satis West Railroad avenue.
401-40- 3
y
factorily all orders for engraved visit
ine cards, marriage announcements,
TURKEYS
'
Mexico
invitations and all work of that kind
CHICKENS
good
compatible
with
low
as
DUCKS
as
Prices
yyr;f ior wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
work.
GEESE
O
a
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
.
for
OYSTERS
Miss Katie Horn, who clerks
CHEESE
Hawley on the Corner, is confined :J
SAUSAGE
rer hime with the toothache. Mtsa
ALL FRESH FOR TOMORROW.
Horn was having a tooth pulled when
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
the dentist broke it off leaving the
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Good Things to Eat.
roots in the gum and as a result the
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
face is badly swollen.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
FER STABLES
Air. and Mrs. Juan C. Jaramillo ol
Torreon, Torrance county, are in the
eggs..
45c
d07. strictly fresh Kansas
Horses and Mules bought and ei
city to spend a few days visiting rela- Cod
Hc
Fish, per brick
changes
tives and friends. Mr. Jaramillo is S cans of Sardines
2:c
superintendent of schools of his coun- Newton Creamery Butter
30c BEST TURNOUTS IS THE CITY
ty and reports public school matters
and onion sets
garden
seeds
Fresa
Jewelry stock, at
Second street, between Railroad and
All sizes and values; watches, rings and general
there improving.
are now in.
bargain rates.
avsnues.
Copper
hostess,
- Mrs. Felix Lester
was the
2;c
2 pkgs of Force
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
a
this afternoon, ai
2oc
cans of California plums
her Chilimac,
DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
euchre party, at the residence of 1UH
per pkg
l"c
YANOWp
2
mother, Mrs. W. P. Metcalf,
45c
1
lb. alter Maker's Cocoa
a
2
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE. .
i nil mil
which
at
0
olivine
grass
buy
night.
lawn
to
Now
At
is
tomorrow
lime
the
Hall,
Colombo
P
entrance on side street.
A
Private
hirire number of guests were pre Lnt.carry
best.
the
fertilizer,
we
GentlecolCome and enjoy yourself.
The first prize was a cut. gin
3 pkps of seeded raisins
cnial style, candlestick, the second Kigs, per pk;i
We men, r,0c, ladles free.
;? bottles cf Chow
Chow
ot'c
Mince meat, per pkg
See us t ;r shovels, spades. hoes
ii n
rakes.
THE MAZE.
Wm. KIEKE, Prop.

LOCAL AND

Beautiful Spring Shirts

PERSONAL

f

314WEST

1906, this week, showing a
wonderful assortment of new color designs,
whites, and blacks and white combinations.

First

RAILROAD AVEJfi

OF QUAILITY

SHOE

Shirts

YOU GET THE HIGHEST QUALITY FOR THE
LEAST MONEY. THEY LOOK GOOD IN THE BEGINNING AND
AT THE END SHOW THAT THEY ARE AS GOOD AS THEY
WALKING ADVEREVERY PAIR IS A PRACTICAL
LOOKED.
TO THE WEARER DURING
TISEMENT, DEMONSTRATING
PROCES3 THAT IT IS TO THEIR INTERTHE WEARING-OUEST TO USE OUR SHOES.
ti

IN OUR SHOES

the World's Best

Moimsircihi

ELlg'iim

,

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.75 to $3.00
$1.50 to$4.00
to $3.50
$1.00 to$2.50
50 to $1.25

MEN'S LIGHT SHOES
MEN'S WORK SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
BABIES' SHOES

Rl

$1-2-

00X3000000O0OO0

mm v's
i
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New Goods
are

received, which
Insures our customers receiving per
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
them at bed rock prices.
Deing constantly

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and

'

COPYBl GMT'

sale this week The
a host of new styles,
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Geo. W. Hickox

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

PARTMENTS
TIONS.

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

AND

DE-

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

IN CHARGE

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Sooth Second Street

The Arch Front

JUST

Railroad

Aveiratae

Clothier
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Smoked Mea ts

SEED

son-in-la-

PUTNEY

L. B.

Y. Maynard

The Hickox- - Maynard Co.
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

$5.00

$3.50

Lach-Schlnke-

South Second St

120

Princely

Ranging in Price from 75c to $1.25

We also place
Spring Tiger Hat

i

FEBRUARY 23, 1906.

JAJ

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the pureBt of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olatcs and
bon-bon-

pur..
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON
'THE WORLD'S

it:

J, H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Barnstt Building

Druggists

e

t

WHITNEY COMPANY:

Lumber,

113-115-1-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond

cA

j

Money to Loan

DIAMONDS

i

THE

M Mil 11

Palace
We Invite

A

ed

the Pawn Broker

HENRY

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

North First ztreez
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New
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CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

17
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LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS

NEW
RENT.

STORE.

HAMMERLESS GUNS FOR 2
AT JOHNSON'S BICYCLE Z
PAY

mm

OUR EASTERN BUYER HAS JUST SENT US
E
A FINE LINE OF TOP COATS AND CRAY
AN-ETT-

COATS. THESE WERE BOUGHT CHEAP

WORTH REGULARLY $16,50 to
WE HAVE DECIDED TO SELL THEM

AND ARE

$20
I-

Ll;

-

fcr $

CopyrtaM i9oe
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Kup(enr,eimr&

Co.

AT $12.50 AND

$15.00

.1.

.1.

C F. MYERS

FOR IT

A com
of one day's l.ti.-.iplete shooting gallery, c iiist:iig ot
three Winchester guns, tarnets, 1.4U0
cartridges, etc. Will be sold ut
cost if taken at once. Meteulf's
office, ;r.'l West Hold avenue.

Out

DON'T DELAY

-

NUMBERS,
AT
HOUSE
SON'S BICYCLE STORE.

4- -

CALL AT ONCE

JOHN-

HANDSOME

for funerals, v. tdiin-- s.
and a!l occasions, x'Mir.,i jM a
Ih roughly artistic manner. If you
want something ou of the ordinI'te.-e-

,

ary try us.

119
We ft Gold

E.L WASHBURN

CO.

122
S. Second

Proprietors

RETAIL
M

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197

Auto. Phone 185

5

J
M

one-thir-

FLORAL
DESIGNS
--

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

IVES, rHE rLOisr
'119

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto ".hone, 718.

-

to buy your Heating Stoves.

IS THE TIME
ABOW
' selling them out at actual

c

cost.

We are

ALL AND INSPECT the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges
in the Southwest.

213 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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